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Deloitte Global
Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance,
consulting, financial advisory, risk advisory, tax, and related
services. With 175 years of hard work and commitment to making
a real difference, our organization has grown in scale and diversity,
providing these services—yet our shared culture remains the
same. Our organization serves four out of five Fortune Global
500® companies.

Approximately 330,000
people in 150+ countries
and territories
Deloitte member
ﬁrms reported
aggregate revenues
of US$47.6 for the
fiscal year ended 31
May 2020
Serves more
than 80% of the
world's largest
companies,
as well as large
national enterprises,
public institutions,
locally important clients,
and successful global
companies.
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Deloitte China
Since the inception of our China firm in 1917, our professional services practice
has established its reputation as a force to reckon with in the China market
with more than 18,000 local talents. What sets us apart is simple: we see our
professional calling as more than just a business imperative. Ultimately, we seek
to make an impact that matters for you, your company, society and the world in
which we live.

Audit & Assurance

Consulting

Public offering services
Financial reporting in Mainland China
Financial reporting in Hong Kong
Advisory in audit

Human capital Strategy &
operations Technology

Financial Advisory

Tax & Business Advisory

Mergers & Acquisitions
Financial Crisis
Other Advisory Services

Business tax services
Indirect tax
Global employer services

Risk Advisory
Strategic & Reputation Risk
Regulatory Risk
Financial Risk
Operational Risk
Cyber Risk

Legal*
Mergers & Acquisitions
Financial Crisis
Other Advisory Services

*Legal services in China is provided by Shanghai Qin Li Law Firm and in Hong Kong SAR, by Yang Chan & Jamison LLP.
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Hot topics
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Deloitte 5G Application
Academy (DNA)
Empowers high quality
development of Chinese
economy
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The 5G network is characterized by high bandwidth, wide connectivity and ultra
low latency. 5G technology will enable universal mobile connection, seamless
connectivity and massive innovative applications, and unlock an era of extending
boundaries and accelerating progress. China, like many other countries in the
world, deeply understands that 5G will bring enormous opportunities for industrial,
corporate and social growth. In 2020, the Chinese government proposed that it
should be of vital significance to integrate digitization into industrialization and
speed up the construction of new infrastructures such as 5G networks and data
centers. 5G technology commercialization will usher in a new era of high quality
development in China when Deloitte 5G Application Academy will play its crucial role
as an enabler in the industrial ecosystem.

Market status and trends:

The vibrant 5G industrial
environment in China is
underpinned by the government's
firm support and industries'
capital investment. The national
strategy by Chinese government
has incorporated 5G deployment.
Strategic plans including the 13th
Five-Year Plan Outline and the
National Information Development
Strategy Outline have also
made clear arrangement for 5G
development.

5G applications are essential
to economic growth. According
to the research by Qualcomm
Technologies at the end of 2019, 5G
is estimated to generate economic
output of 13.2 trillion US dollars and
create 22.3 million jobs by 2035.

China embraces vast 5G market.
As CAICT statistics show, China will
account for 30% of the world' s 5G
connections by 2025, suggesting
that China is to be the world' s
largest 5G market and a gamechanger for the world economy.
Thus, China demonstrates great
potential in boosting global
digitalization.
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Chinese consumers are wide-open
to emerging technologies, providing
broad space for 5G promotions and
applications. A study indicates that
some 53% of surveyed consumers
in China show interests in new
technologies who are among the
first to try out new products every
time they get on the market, higher
than the global average of 29%.

Capital investment in 5G industry
has been increasing. Targeted fund
size related to 5G has exceeded 100
billion RMB.

5G industry chain in China enjoys
global competitive advantages. As of
May 2019, 28 companies across the
globe have declared 5G standard
essential patents, and a leading 30%
of them are from China.

Demands and challenges facing enterprises:

ICT companies, i.e.,
service providers,
need to deepen
exchanges with
vertical industries.
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Enterprises
encounter new
challenges in
5G network
construction and
operation.

It is quite hard for
industry users to
observe long-term
benefits and rewards
from 5G.

They are in
need of further
government policies
complementary
to 5G innovation,
such as polices
in IPR, funding
and supervision,
resources
allocation, laws and
regulations, and
pricing mechanism.

Enterprises have a
large demand for
top interdisciplinary
talents in 5G area.
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Service application scenarios:

Smart Manufacturing and IIOT

Smart City &
Smart Park

Internet of Vehicles

Smart Medicine

Smart Finance

Smart Energy

Smart Agriculture

Smart Education

Media &
Entertainment
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Service value propositions:

Empower enterprises to create new customer demands,
generate innovative services & business models, translate
into refreshing consumer perception and recognition and
eventually realize value capture.

Help enterprises in vertical industries achieve
higher efficiency and integrate innovation by
merging informatization into industrialization and
leveraging the 5G-enabled connectivity.

Key contact
Tony Hu
Deloitte Consulting
Dean of Deloitte 5G Application Academy
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Now Consumer
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In the changing market, deeply understanding your consumer, designing unique
shopping experience via advanced data and technology, reshape retailing ecosystem
enable enterprise to be the winner ahead of the others. Now consumer focused
on the moment that matters to consumers and satisfied their needs in anytime,
anywhere in any way empowered by data and innovation, rebuilt consumer journey,
totally interrupted traditional business module.

Market situations and trends:

Fingertip sticky millennials are rising
and prefer better experience.

12

Prevalence of Digital Technology
empower the optimization of supply
chains and mobile shopping.

Platform innovation is now
transforming consumer and B2B
buyer expectations.

COVID accelerated consumer
businesses' needs of digital
transformation.

5G enable real-time connection
between consumers and brands.
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Corporates'needs and challenges:

Relevance
of brand

Rethink business
model

Get to know the NOW
Consumer.

Rethink
business model

Extract value
from data and
technology

Empower the future
business to serve
NOW consumer

Prioritization of
technology
and capability
investments
Path to
effective change

Unlock the value of data.

Change the
organizational mindset.

Service application scenarios:
Corporate strategy,
platform strategy
Consumer Insight
Analytics

Consumer journey mapping and
experiences design; digital marketing
Digital CRM, Digital SCM,
Omni-Channel capabilities

Digital Finance, HR, ERP, Cloud,
Data Middle Layer,
Analytics, Cyber

E2E retail analytics;
Data Driven Enterprise
Organisational Re-design, Change
Management, Innovation, Program
Management Office
13
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Service value propositions:

Shift the consumer market paradigm, from traditional
competitive paradigm to a 24 hour marketplace to capture a
bigger share of a consumer's time, mind and wallet.

Traditional competitive
paradigm

Newcompetitive
paradigm

Channel

24 hours

Lifestyle
moments

Transaction
moments

Mind
share

Wallet
share

Products
Place

Market share
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Time
share
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Precise position targeted consumer group
with branding interaction.

Tailor unique customer journey and experience at
moments that matter.

Seamlessly satisfy consumers'value proposition
and needs.

Unlock the value of data from digital infrastructure
to drive executive decision making.

Technology empower the change of mindset
and structure for enterprises along with the
market trend.

Key contact
Zhang Tianbing
National Industry Program
Deloitte Asia Pacific Consumer
Products and Retail Leader
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Global Chinese
Services Group
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Make an impact across the globe
Established in 2003, Deloitte's Global Chinese Services Group (GCSG) advises Chinese companies
expanding their global presence and multinational companies operating in China. We have over 3,300
Chinese speaking professionals and local experts who understand Chinese business culture across the
6 continents. This dedicated network is committed to providing professional advice and comprehensive
solutions to Chinese companies going global and multinationals coming to China.

Americas

Europe, Middle East & Africa
• Austria

• Ireland

• Russia

• Argentina

• Belgium

• Israel

• Saudi Arabia

• Brazil

• Bulgaria

• Italy

• Serbia

• Canada

• Croatia

• Kenya

• South Africa

• Caribbean and Bermuda

• Cyprus

• Kuwait

• Spain

• Chile

• Czech Republic

• Luxembourg

• Tanzania

• Mexico

• Denmark

• Malta

• Turkey

• Peru

• Egypt

• North Africa

• UAE

• United States

• Finland

• Norway

• Uganda

• France

• Poland

• UK

• Germany

• Portugal

• Zambia

• Hungary

• Romania
Asia Pacific

• Australia

• Myanmar

• Brunei

• New Zealand

• Cambodia

• Philippines

• India

• Singapore

• Indonesia

• South Korea

• Japan

• Thailand

• Malaysia

• Vietnam

• Mauritius
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Our activities in the market
Thought leadership
• Publish outbound and inbound investment guides
• Update by-country tax and investment guides based on market situations and tax reforms

Seminars & Delegation Visits
• Hold regular seminars for Chinese clients in other countries
• Collaborate with Chinese embassies or chambers of Commerce in foreign countries on
investment seminars
• Facilitate the Chinese clients' delegation visit to overseas markets

18
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Weclasses

WeChat posts

• Organise online audio courses (in Chinese) on
WeChat targeting at Chinese companies with
overseas footprints
– Responses to Covid-19: Combat Covid-19
with Resilience
– Strategies for expanding into overseas
markets

• Launch GCSG WeChat Series "Going
Global"
– Insights on market dynamics
– By-country overseas investment
guides
– Invitations of seminars

Key contact
Zhang, Johnny Xiao Fan
Global Chinese Services Group Partner
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Future of Health
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Disruptive forces, such as COVID19, digital technologies, reimbursement reforms
are driving unprecedented cross-sector convergence into healthcare. Big changes
are already happening to China's healthcare system. In order to succeed, both
incumbent players as well as disruptors must critically anticipate these changes and
examine their shifting roles in a not so distant future

Market situations and trends:

Aging population: over 230M with
>60yrs old in 2019

Local life sciences innovation: over
16 local biotech IPOs between 2017
and 2019, many with innovative
drugs; China already becoming a
"first launch market" for leading
MNC pharmas

A growing "Three-in-one" major
disease prevention and control
system, with the goal of 90% first
diagnosis at local CHCs

Rising commercial health insurance:
over 20% CAGR predicted with 2
trillion RMB market reached by year
2025

Internet + healthcare: internet
hospital market size grew from
49Bn to 90Bn RMB between 2019 to
2020, with >60M users

Growing retail healthcare: over 20%
of drugs procured through nonhospital channels in 2018
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Corporates' needs and challenges (focusing on biopharma and medtech clients):

How to become
a disruptor
rather than being
disrupted

How to access
local healthcare
data at scale
(e.g. pharmacies,
insurance
claims, clinical
outcomes) through
partnerships

How to improve
affordability
through innovative
funding channels
(e.g. working
with commercial
insurance players)

How to generate
additional channels
for growth
(e.g. internet +
hospitals, retail
pharmacies, etc.)

How to tap into the
local innovation
capabilities
(e.g. working with
local biotech,
academic institutes,
incubators, etc.)

Service application scenarios:
Scenario planning for
future of health
Digital transformation
program

Ecosystem innovation
accelerator
R&D and supply chain
planning
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Service value propositions:

Be informed and prepared about the
future changes.

Design the right operating models and
partnerships to access adjacent / disruptive
growth areas.

Digitize your business in a smart way to
enable sustained insights generation and new
business models.

Accelerate the R&D cycle and productivity
based on local policies shaping and innovative
R&D partnerships.

Key contact
Jens Ewert
Deloitte China
Life Sciences & Health Care Industry Leader
David Xie
Deloitte Consulting, SAM Department Director
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Smart City,
Future Community
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Future community is the cell as well as the epitome of Smart City. Based on the
service demands of the whole life chain of the community and value orientation of
people theory, ecology and digitization, Future Community is a new urban functional
unit piloted with nine scenarios, which are future neighborhood, education, health,
entrepreneurship, architecture, transportation, energy, property and governance.
From a global and forward-looking perspective, Deloitte helps clients realize the
vision and mission of Future Community, conceptualizing Future Community
scenarios, carrying out detailed functional design and IT system integration to truly
realize the implementation of Smart City.

Market situations and trends:

Zhejiang province firstly put forward the concept
of "Future Community". The first batch of 24 Future
Community pilot projects has been launched in 2019,
more than 100 provincial-level pilot projects will be
cultivated by the end of 2021. In 2022, Future Community
successful cases and experience on smart scenarios
will be comprehensively copied and promote across the
nation, improving people's livelihood environment in
communities and driving industrial innovation.

Globally, Smart City, Future Community has become a hot
topic internationally.
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Corporates'needs and challenges:

Unclear strategic
positioning of
Smart City Future
Community and
lack of top-level
planning;

Difficulty of the
integration of
physical spaces and
smart scenarios in
the renewal projects
of old communities;

The traditional
land transaction
methods cannot
meet the
requirements of
Future Community
construction;

Short of technical
iteration and
innovation;

Funding imbalance
in investment,
management,
development and
operation of Future
Community, lack of
coordination.

Service application scenarios:
From the perspective of overall strategic planning, Deloitte serve clients with end-to-end services throughout the full life
cycle of Smart City Future Community with the foundation of intensive spatial layouts and connections of smart functions in
community. Deloitte helps clients to realize the integration and sharing of community supporting facilities with aim of creating
a friendly and integrated life circle. Deloitte supports clients on continuous technological iteration as well in Future Community to create a green, low-carbon, energy saving and circular development model:

Future Community demand research & analysis - development
trend analysis, status analysis, demand research analysis;

Business operation model - Business model
analysis, client stickiness improvement
research, business model design;

Development and implementation of pilot
modules - basic capacity building, application
capacity building and integration, data
operation platform construction;

26

Overall planning & design – framework
design, scenarios design, application/
data/technical architecture design;

Profit model research - Explore
and develop future community
profit model, focus on community
business development.
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Service value propositions:

Deloitte is active leading player in the top ecosystem of Smart City
around the world. Deloitte is nominated by IDC as the global leader in
Smart City consulting services. Deloitte is the Chief Partner of global
Smart Cities Council.

Deloitte has the capacities of end-to-end services
including overall strategic planning, IT development &
implementation and operation, throughout the full life
cycle of Smart City Future Community.

Deloitte is a leading practitioner in the development of "urban digitization".
Deloitte helps clients to integrate cutting-edge technologies, such as artificial
intelligence, Internet of Things, block chains and 5G, and introduce global
high-quality resources so that Deloitte accompanies clients to achieve scenarios
innovation focusing on scenario detailed design and functional development, and
truly realizes the implementation of Smart City Future Community.

27
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Neighborhood
Governance

Education
Services

Health
Low
Carbon

Entrepreneurship
Buildings

Key contact
Clare Ma
Deloitte Consulting Partner
Forest Pan
Deloitte Consulting Senior Manager
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Connectivity
Center of Excellence
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The Connectivity Center of Excellence integrates Deloitte's internal and external
resources and experts to provide an end-to-end solution for Internet of Vehicles,
assist auto companies in accelerating their transformation, build future-oriented
intelligence connected vehicles, and create high-value-added mobile services to the
end users.

Market Situations and Trends:

The penetration rate of China's Internet of Vehicles is
expected to increase from 30-35% in 2017 to 90-100%
in 2025.

Auto OEMs are expected to continue to invest in the field
of Internet of Vehicles.

Corporates'needs and challenges:

How to achieve
enterprise
transformation to
find new niches
and competitive
advantages in the
era of Internet of
Vehicles?

30

How to build
a sustainable
ecosystem to
support the
development of
Internet of Vehicles?

How to achieve
innovation and
differentiation
in products and
services?

How to enhance
product
development
efficiency and speed
to the market?

How to reduce
costs, prevent
network risks,
increase value as
well as customer
trust and stickiness?
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Service application scenarios:

Utilize innovative thinking approach, find transformation
pain points, and accelerate enterprise transformation
Assist companies to establish a clear Internet of Vehicles strategy
and positioning, build a sustainable ecosystem, and optimize
product portfolio and service content
Complete the end-to-end product development of the intelligence
connected vehicles, establish a comprehensive network security and
compliance system to reduce the management and compliance risks,
save the time and effort of the internal and external communications

Service value propositions:

In-depth insight into market dynamics and consumer
preference, to assist companies tickle the challenges
in the era of Internet of Vehicles and seize the
opportunities

Deploying an agile approach to assist auto companies build end-toend intelligence connected vehicle (from product concept design and
planning, to product development and business implementation), saving
companies’ internal and external communication and management costs

Establishing a comprehensive cyber security and risk
prevention mechanism at the product development
stage can reduce company’s future management
and compliance cost

31
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Deloitte is the world's leading Internet of Vehicles advisor, providing
advisory services in the various areas including strategic planning,
infrastructure design, product delivery and operation of the Internet of
Vehicles business.
Deloitte internet of vehicle service offerings

Strategic planning

Business architecture design

Internet of vehicles ecosystem
Product portfolio
Branding and marketing

Product definition
Internet of vehicles basic technology
architecture design
Internet of vehicles security
architecture and compliance

Product delivery

Business operation

Control Navigation

Voice

Music

Internet of vehicles product
development
Internet of vehicles product testing

PMO
Business process design
Cyber security operations
User management
Data analytics and operation

Key contact
Andy Zhou
Deloitte China
Automotive industry leader
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Smart Manufacturing 2.0
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Research consistently reveals improvement in cost, throughput, quality, safety,
and revenue growth through the deployment of smart factory technologies that
combine capabilities in industrial internet of things (IIoT), cloud computing, robotic
process automation (RPA), artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, among
others. Business leaders have a broad range of choices and opportunities with
respect to smart factory transformations, both in terms of what to use technologies
for and how to deploy them.
Market situations and trends:

In the context of overall industrial upgrading and supplyside reforms, smart manufacturing transformation is one
of the most important measures for Chinese companies
to accelerate development and stand out in fierce
competition in the next 5-10 years. Smart factory is the
core of smart manufacturing transformation.

The majority of manufacturing plants in China lack
capabilities in both information systems and business
operations. At the same time, the introduction of
innovative cutting-edge technologies sheds light on
Chinese manufacturing plants to make breakthroughs in
capabilities and achieve leapfrog improvement.

Business needs and challenges:

Chinese companies need to explore a
path toward smart factory transformation
that fits them, which can not only help
companies improve their manufacturing
capabilities and resilience, but also can be
effectively reflected in business expansion
and financial benefits.
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Common challenges encountered by
companies include: 1. Lack of sufficient
industry insight and foresight to formulate
an appropriate strategy; 2. Can not find the
business focus to maximize financial benefits
in practice; 3. Lack of corresponding talents,
ability and method to implement strategy.
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Service application scenarios:
Deloitte smart manufacturing team can provide clients with a series of services from strategic planning and design, digital
lean transformation, to advanced smart manufacturing user case implementation.

Smart factory strategic planning and design: integrate the company's
business needs and leading practices inside and outside of the industry to
formulate a transformation strategy and design specific user cases that fits
for the company development.

Digital lean transformation for the plants: fully integrate and evolve new and old
methods, strengthen factory lean manufacturing and enhance employee capabilities,
to realize full scale transformation.

Design & implementation of advanced analytics solution in manufacturing: Deloitte
has a series of test & proven data analytics driven solutions, covering new product
development & launch, quality management, logistics and transportation, and
other fields.

35
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Service value propositions:
As the world's largest professional service
organization, deloitte's solution is based on
our deep understanding of the client's
industry and business, bringing global best
practices to clients.

Deloitte's one-stop shop service model,
seamlessly integrating business consulting
and technical consulting, is suitable for
technology enabled operation projects.

Deloitte is always focused on to business needs,
ensuring our advice and solutions could yield
tangible financial benefits for clients.

Deloitte provides independent third-party
consulting advice, not software and hardware
sales-oriented.

Key contact
Liu Hao
Deloitte Consulting
Core Business Operations Partner
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WorldClass
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Deloitte China corporate
responsibility journey

Yunnan village adoption
project launched in
gezhangla village

Deloitte green giving
day donation campaign
launched

Sichuan wenchuan
earthquake emergency
relief

Deloitte Hope School
Project launched

2006

2007

2008

2009

First Deloitte Hope
School completed

Charity 8 hours
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Yunnan Village
Adoption Project
launched in
Wanyaoshu village

Deloitte "Pass the
Torch" Student
Mentoring Program
launched

First batch of Deloitte
China CSR Fellows
network announced

2010

2011

National IMPACT Day

Third Deloitte Hope
School completed

Second Deloitte Hope
School completed

Second batch of
Deloitte China CSR
Fellows network
announced

2012

Fourth Deloitte Hope
School completed

Fifth Deloitte Hope
School completed

2013

2014
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Deloitte foundation
established in chongqing
and hong kong
First batch of Corporate
Responsibility Champions
announced

Deloitte Mobile Health
Program launched in
Fuling, Chongqing

Children Care Program
piloted in Deloitte
Hope School in Hubei

National IMPACT Day
activities throughout
the year

Deloitte "Pass the Torch"
Student Mentoring Program
expanded to 2 schools

2016

2015

Deloitte Charity Robot,
Post-COVID19 Medical Professionals
Support Program,
Deloitte Rural Talent Cultivation
Program,
Deloitte Migrant Children Self-service
Library Program,
JA Career Dimension 4.0 Program......
More charitable programs launched

2017
Deloitte Children
Care Program
expanded to 3
schools

First batch
of WorldClass
Champions announced

Second batch
of Corporate
Responsibility
Champions
announced

2020

Deloitte "Pass the
Torch" Student
Mentoring Program
expanded to 3
schools

"New 1001 Nights" Story
Telling collaborative Program,
Deloitte Dreamers Career
Aspiration Program launched

WorldClass launched in
Deloitte China

2019

Making of Deloitte
Foundation Music Video

Deloitte Children Care
Program expanded to 7
schools in Hubei, Chongqing,
Hebei and Guangdong

2018
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Leading the present and the future
Deloitte HiTech captures the most advanced technologies in the industry and integrates digital
innovations based on years of professional services experience and service models. Through
cooperation with companies in the technology innovation ecosystem, Deloitte HiTech empowers
services with technology, enabling businesses with assets to develop technology-enabled digital
service models integrating innovation incubation, product development and value delivery. It helps
companies achieve their business goals and implement business innovation transformation.

2

China’s national science and technology

Sensing

innovation policies and development strategy

4

Deloitte Global and Deloitte China digital strategies

Incubation

1 Core
3 Enabling

Market demand driven by companies'
digital transformations

5

Ecosystem

Position: A "3 in 1" innovation and digital R&D center
As a key element of Deloitte's global digital strategy, Deloitte HiTech plays the roles of incubator,
enabler, and disruptor, incubating creativity with technology, enabling services with assets, and
disrupting business models with innovation.

Incubator

• Incubate assets from ideas
• Incubate alliances
& ecosystems

Enabler

Game changer

• Tech-enabled service

• Disruptive technology

• Asset-enabled business

• Innovative business
models

41
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Advantages: High-tech talent and authoritative international certification
Deloitte HiTech has hundreds of high-tech professionals and several authoritative international
certifications. Its multi-dimensional talent helps different companies and government organizations
innovate management approaches in multiple areas.

More
CMMI 2.0 Level 3 /
professional ISO27001 / ISO22301

Organization
certification

Staff
certification

Agile dev model
More
efficient

More
secure

42

PMP
Scrum master
Tableau Certified Associate
ISRQB Certified Tester
Information System Manager
Microsoft Certified
Professional

Common pool

Scrum / Tuleap
Cloud server: Private /Public cloud;
Open source /License: Sonarqube /
Qualys/Tableau, etc
Data: Crawling data /Purchasing data
Technical capability: OCR/RPA/ASR/
NLP, etc

Safety
certification
ISO27001 / ISO9001/
ISO22301 / CISSP

Information
security
mechanism
Architecture/
Application/Data
security mechanism

Firm safety
policy
TRA /GOTM, etc
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Deloitte’s innovation and digital assets
Deloitte HiTech has more than 100 innovation and
digital assets, covering diverse innovative digital
demands.
Deloitte HiTech is committed to exploring how
technological change disrupts professional services
for innovation incubation and technological
empowerment. Deloitte HiTech uses the nearly 100
cutting-edge digital assets it has developed to connect
clients through diversified business scenarios and
cross-departmental business value, delivering value across sectors.

Diversified professional
services

Cross-sector business
scenarios

Comprehensive industry
coverage

A&A/TnL/Con/FA/RA

HR, IT, risk compliance,
marketing, investment and
M&A, taxation, operations and
management, supply chain
management

Government and public
services (G&PS), consumer
products, life sciences & health
care (LSHC), technology, media
and telecommunications
(TMT), energy, resources &
industrials (ER&I) and financial
services (FSI)

43

Deloitte innovative
asset showcase
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GDPR Quick Service
Deloitte provides one-stop and customized GDPR compliance advisory
for enterprises, helps enhancing privacy management ability and
meeting GDPR compliance requirements.

Asset value proposition
Avoid severe financial and reputation loss arisen from GDPR violations and reduce operation risks
for enterprises;
Help enterprises improve privacy protection capability, enhance customers' trust and improve
competiveness;
Develop privacy protection compliance capability, improve reputation and seize global business
opportunities.
Background or industry pain points
GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations) was officially implemented on 25 May,
2018, aiming at protecting privacy and reshaping the way organizations that serve
the EU work on privacy and data. Any organization that collects, transfers, retains or
processes identifiable natural person information in EU member states shall apply
to the law. Enterprises should arrange their businesses in line with GDPR, otherwise
they will face huge punishment.

Successful case story
Deloitte provided international privacy protection compliance advisory services for one of
the world's leading mobility service providers. We conducted privacy protection compliance
advisory for business lines such as international travel business and payment process, in line
with the Brazilian LEG Geralde Proteçãode Dados (LDGP), the European Union's General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the Hong Kong Privacy Policy (PDPO), and the Australian Privacy
Principles (APPs), including conduting Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA), generating
risk gap reports, implementing default privacy design (PbD), improving third-party privacy
management, establishing privacy protection organization and management system and raising
privacy protection awareness, so as to help the client enhance privacy compliance capability of
overseas businesses.

Contact
Frank Xiao
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Parnter
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IFRS17
The new IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts has put forward complex calculation
requirements that go beyond existing system capability of the insurance
industry. In view of such, Deloitte's IFRS 17 platform aims at addressing the
calculation requirements introduced by the new accounting standards to
ensure compliance.The platform is designed to create value for insurers
through three main functions: data management that processes and stores
data required for IFRS 17 reporting; calculation engine that calculates the
key components of the IFRS 17 financial statement; and accounting posting
engine that generates journal entries for IFRS 17 reporting.

Asset value proposition
Deloitte methodology:our methodology has been tried and tested in multiple implementation projects, and is
recognized by a number of renowned insurers. Thus, it is highly appealing to insurers.
All-in-one solution:
• Covers all parts of the calculation process, from data to actuarial calculations to accounting postings, to address
the core needs of each insurer;
• Help clients establish in-depth understanding and application of insurance business;
• Reduce cost and increase efficiency: it comes with Deloitte’s interpretations of IFRS 17 and specific data to help
insurers save time and costs and increase efficiency.
Background or industry pain points
• IFRS 17 will become effective from 1 Jan 2023 for all insurers in Hong Kong and specific insurers in the
Chinese Mainland, and 1 Jan 2025 for all insurers in Taiwan.
• Most GI insurers have yet to engage a consultant to support their IFRS 17 implementation, including
procurement of a system solution to perform the new calculations required by IFRS 17.
• Many insurers are facing challenges in interpreting the complex IFRS 17 requirements, converting the
interpretations into specific data, and system implementation.
• IFRS 17 implementation is essentially a large-scale finance transformation project. Many insurers do not
have in-house experience in structuring and executing an end-to-end implementation program.
• Software solutions in the market are costly relative to the profits made by smaller insurers.
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Successful case story
A small GI insurer in Hong Kong was required to create financial statements and accounting
disclosures that comply with IFRS 17. The insurer faces a number of challenges in interpreting
the complex IFRS17 principles, including difficulties in developing an in-house system to
meet IFRS17 calculation requirements, while the market had only solutions for more complex
insurance portfolios with high cost of deployment. Deloitte's IFRS17 platform provides clients
with a light, one-stop solution by calculating key components for IFRS17 financial statements
and generating IFRS17-comliant journal entries and disclosures, addressing the needs of small
to medium-sized insurers.

Contact
Ophelia Au Young
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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Deal Book
DealBook is a management platform for post-merger integration
developed in-house by Deloitte. It supports multiple languages and
terminals, and covers all dimensions of the M&A life cycle, providing
enterprises with leading digital process management services in the
Chinese market. Through detailed work plan, dynamic dashboards &
reports, DealBook helps project members track progress in real time
and facilitates collaboration among co-workers.

Asset value proposition
DealBook is the first professional M&A integrated management platform in China that
integrates Deloitte PMI methodology and caters to the Chinese market requirements. It
provides effective system support for M&A management team, improve work efficiency while
reducing human resources cost, and drive strategic value creation after integration through
real-time digital data tracking, analysis and reporting.

Background or industry pain points
As enterprises continue to develop, M&A have become a new driver for business growth and
industry integration, and post-merger integration is a key process in the entire M&A cycle. M&As
between enterprises are often complex with great uncertainties. It is necessary for enterprises to
utilize past experience and scientific methodologies in order to achieve successful integration, and
ultimately realize the strategic value of the merger and ensure sustainable value creation.

Successful case story
A large, leading domestic energy company used to adopt a traditional management approach in
post-merger integration, which requires substantial labor and time resources. Fragmented work
management and information asymmetry were the bottlenecks for efficiency improvement in the
integration process. DealBook leveraged intuitive and detailed work plans and dynamic, real-time
dashboards that covered the full M&A integration life cycle to enable real-time progress tracking
and facilitate team collaboration, providing leading digital PMI services in the Chinese market for
the client.

Contact
Keat Lee
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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REAccess
REAccess provides regional competitiveness insights through key
data gathering and modeling for governments and corporates to get
cpmrehensive ranking and decision making support. It's a full factors
driven big data platform providing scientific decesion making insights,
which enhances personalized regional competitivenss and strategic
locational choices for governments (space provider) and corporates
(space investor and operator.).

Asset value proposition
REAccess realizes auto-ranking of industrial parks through the establishment of index system,
automatic data collection and data processing and visualize park ranking, guiding enterprises
to invest and locate most suitable industrial parks. Governments and enterprises can have
personalized insights from hundreds of key economic and demongraphic data points.
Background or industry pain points
For enterprise site selection:
01. Thousands of target industrial
parks along with various industries
corporates and investment
attraction policies make offline
correspondence difficult to conduct
most of the time, of which process
wasted much labor and time.
02. Industrial Parks selection
information is incomplete, lackig
a service of data-driven scientific
decision making system.

For government investment attraction:
01. With the increasingly competitive regional
competition, fast change of industry, and
frequently updated industry element
requirement, "gathering advantages" is
needed in order to improve deficiences
and enhance the competitiveness of
attracting elite corporations and talents.
02. Having limited source to realize
investment inviting projects, lacking a
advertisement and polishing platform for
industrial parks.

Successful case story
Local governments vigorously develop industrial parks, but their investment promotion efforts,
development potential, policy basis and other aspects vary. Enterprises need to spend a lot
of energy and cost on investment location selection in order to make decisions on the final
location for project implementation. REAccess greatly reduces the asymmetry between location
selection and park investment promotion, and guides the rapid development of the industrial
park economies, increasing the service demand for industrial planning, spatial planning and
investment promotion.

Contact
River Huang
Deloitte China Financial
Advisory Partner

Eric Xue
Deloitte Innovation Digital
Development Center Director
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Consumer Intelligence Platform
By tapping into the interconnectedness between data based on big data
platforms and AI-driven machine learning, Consumer Intelligence Platform
timely provides high-value business, industry and consumer insights.

Asset value proposition
Consumer Intelligence Platform integrates multi-sourced and single-sourced data and applies
advanced algorithms, helping users to follow industry trends and consumer dynamics and
develop efficient and trend-setting business decisions.

Background or industry pain points
Since the consumer market is changing every day, it is
imperative for companies to know the lastest market trends.
How to understand the advantages of market leaders?
How to understand competitors' latest strategies and sales
performance? How to identify key factors that affect consumers'
purchase decisions? How to trace consumer behaviors? All of
these are market challenges faced by consumer businesses.

Successful case story
A global leading luxury brand was looking for an intelligence platform for the Chinese market to gain
market insights about consumer characteristics through huge amount of data on social media. The
client wanted to develop a complete labelling system (driven by social behaviours) for existing and
future consumers, so as to realize precise marketing positioning and brand positioning.
According to the client's demands, Consumer Intelligence Platform defined consumer personality
models based on consumers' preferences, characteristics and social behaviours collected via
China's mainstream social media platforms. It summarized the social behaviours and preferences of
existing and future consumers by analysing several millions of pieces of posts, reviews, pictures and
message. Deloitte provided complete and consistant consumer profiles and consumer personality
and market intelligence platforms for the client, helping it develop better brand positioning and brand
communication strategies.

Contact
Alan MacCharles
Deloitte China Financial
Advisory Partner
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Deloitte Intelligent DOU (Datadriven Solution to Detect Financial
Report Manipulations)
Deloitte Intelligent DOU fully integrates Deloitte China's experience
in identifying financial manipulations from its audit services as well
as its risk management vision in risk advisory services. Built on big
data and AI techniques, it is a rule engine and intelligent analytics
system for identification of abnormal information in financial reports
of companies. Based on publicly disclosed information, it continuously
monitors the quality of financial reports of bond issuers or listed
companies to help clients enhance the efficiency of research and
analysis on financial reports.

Asset value proposition
Deloitte Intelligent DOU is an innovative motive-driven financial statement fraud analysis
framework designed to break down and analyze the methods of financial manipulations of
companies. Powered by Deloitte's 100 years of audit experience and AI, it analyzes abnormal
financial statements of companies and abnormal behaviors to help clients mitigate the risks
and economic loss as a result of financial frauds.
Background or industry pain points
Financial statement fraud has long been a common phenomenon, but is getting more serious
in recent years. Since 2017, the number of letters of inquiries issued by the stock exchange and
cases under investigation by the CSRC has been increasing by 22.5% annually on average.
Investment decisions built on manipulated financial statements have led to great uncertainties
in the financial market in China. The effectiveness of existing credit risk management tactics are
greatly reduced as financial statements become more manipulated. However, financial frauds
remain an unbreakable bottleneck due to complex financial reporting, inefficient analysis, and
ever-changing fraud tactics.
Successful case story
Take a top brokerage client as an example, investment banking businesses such as IPO, refinancing,
bond underwriting, and M&A and reorganization rely on in-depth corporate financial analysis,
but analysis based on historical experience inevitably lags. Deloitte Intelligent DOU scanned the
financial statements of companies and helped the client find that there were unrecognized financial
problems and hidden risks in many projects. Thus, the client adjusted their investment strategy in
time and successfully avoided the risks.

Contact
Jerry Yu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Customs AEO
Management Solution
Deloitte Customs AEO Management Solution is a customs
information system that can satisfy the requirements of customs
AEO certification. The system builds on enterprise's operation
management system and effectively consolidates customs data.
Through built-in control nodes, it helps improve customs-related
internal control process, and enables real-time monitoring of customs
risks via pre-set risk scenarios and risk parameters.

Asset value proposition
The system helps entities achieve intelligent, digital customs declaration, and enables ex-ante,
in-process and ex-post management and monitoring of the entire customs process.
Background or industry pain points
• Lack of information-based customs management system to address AEO certification
and new customs regulatory requirements such as Golden Customs Phase II;
• Inefficiency and high error rate due to complexity of customs processes and
procedures;
• Failure to respond in time in case of abnormalities due to the absence of analysis and
early warning mechanisms.

Successful case story
01. A multi-national automobile group had a large volume of import and export of cars and
auto parts, and the complexity, high cost and inaccuracy of manual management made it
difficult to effectively manage various factors including the fluctuation of declared price,
classification accuracy, and profit level in a timely manner using the current system. By
implementing Deloitte's Customs AEO Management Solution, the group can now quickly
and intuitively manage the import/export data of all subsidiaries with statistical analysis and
details, greatly enhancing operational efficiency and import/export compliance.
02. A Japanese auto manufacturer and an industrial processor were renewing their AEO
advanced certification, but their customs affairs are managed manually without a customs
management system. We were engaged to develop a customized system based on our
Customs AEO Management Solution in accordance with the clients' specific management
requirements areas of improvements, working with the clients to complete AEO
recertification. As of today, the Japanese auto manufacturer has successfully completed its
AEO recertification, and the industrial processor is undergoing the recertification process.

Contact
Janet Zhang
Deloitte China Tax and
Legal Partner
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Deloitte Neuroscience Institute
(DNI)
Deloitte Neuroscience Institute (DNI) uses a unique neuroscience
approach and combines neuroscientific methods with rich industry
experience of Deloitte experts to provide clients with insights on their
customers. DNI not only provides unique insights on unconscious
decision-making process but also develops specific and actionable
recommendations to drive business value.

Asset value proposition

Improve sales conversion rate and
increase user engagement;

Improve brand perception
and positioning;

Improve user experience: DNI helps clients understand how
intuitive their products are and identify and mitigate pain points;

Drive sales volume
and margins;

Increase marketing efficiency: Deloitte adopted diverse methods to help clients understand what drives
customers’ purchase decisions and how these decisions are influenced by marketing and brand perception;
Background or industry pain points
Analyse humans' implicit needs and map these needs on the NeedSphere framework; use marketing
materials, products and mobile applications developed based on neuroscientific methods (e.g. EEG, GSR
and eye tracking) to analyse human's unconscious perception behaviours.

Successful case story
An American giant movie publisher intended to identify audience's thinking pattern and
motivation, so as to design better marketing strategies. Deloitte Neuroscience Institute
analysed the potential needs of several target groups and created individual and targeted
marketing strategies for upcoming films. Finally, these films gained great success, far exceeding
the client's expectation.

Contact
Patrick Eustermann
Deloitte Germany Consulting Senior Manager
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Consolidate Express
Consolidate Express is a one-stop solution for financial consolidation
and statement analysis, aiming to integrate financial resources.
Standardized and streamlined intelligent back-end services free
enterprises from the tedious daily preparation of financial statements
and management statements, and promote the improvement of
management and financial efficiency.

Asset value proposition
Obtain financial data through multiple ways and channels, easily realize data integratio
Flexible adjustment of subject mapping relationship; through simple clicks and drags,
a variety of standardized, customized reports can be generated to free manpower and
respond to business needs swiftly;
Built-in adjustment entries, special preservation of adjustment information, so all the
adjustments are traceable;
The interface is user-friendly and easy to operate, with no need for complex training. It
is simple and easy to use with lower user requirements which quickly reduces the skill
cost and time cost on software replacement;
Consolidate Express is a lightweight tool of small software size with low application
environment requirements and short installation time, and only limited maintenance is
required in the use cycle to reduce enterprise investment cost.

Background or industry pain points
• With the rapid growth of the number and scale of private enterprises, financial digitalization
of such enterprises has been limited by certain objective conditions, which requires relevant
services to be flexible and easy to use;
• With the expansion of the enterprise scale and changes in the relevant regulatory
requirements, the need for standardized financial management in enterprises continue to
grow, and the preparation of standardized consolidated statements has become a required
daily task; on the other hand, the management statements needed for internal financial
analysis are increasingly diversified;
• As globalization of enterprises accelerates and mergers and acquisitions become more
frequent, the need for fast and flexible consolidation and management of financial
information of target companies is also increasing.
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Successful case story
In the preparation of consolidated statements in large groups, financial personnel often spend a lot
of time struggling problems such as non-uniform data format and non-tractable records. They have
to reorganize all subjects all over again in each consolidation. To help clients solve such problems,
Deloitte introduced Consolidate Express based on its years of financial work experience. It is a statement
consolidation service which is easy to implement and operate and lightweight, designed to integrate
enterprise financial data and business data to free financial personnel from the traditionally enormous
and diverse report preparation work and enable them to focus on financial analysis.

Contact
Martin Hu
Deloitte China Audit & Assurance
Partner

Contact
Leon Fan
Deloitte China Audit & Assurance
Partner
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Deloitte Intelligent Bond
Deloitte Intelligent Bond is a one-stop credit risk management platform
combining traditional rating experience and the artificial intelligence (AI)
and big data techniques. It provides real-time online services featuring
real-time warning of bond issuers, exclusive quasi-government bond
analysis, and detection of financial statement frauds. Deloitte Intelligent
Bond is designed to help bond investors enhance the foresight,
timeliness and effectiveness of credit risk management.

Asset value proposition
Firstly, Deloitte Intelligent Bond's rating model integrates excellent internal evaluation project
results and numerous experts' experience, which exports objective and accurate rating results
with high reference value in business access, authorization and pricing. Secondly, it performs realtime monitoring and capturing of issuers' announcements and news, and applies deep learning
algorithm for automated analysis to effectively provide clients with early warnings on problematic
companies (our research results FISHQA algorithms have been accepted by IJCAI 2018, a worldleading conference in AI). Furthermore, for quasi-government bonds which are hardest to analyze,
Deloitte has built a quantitative model specially used for local government credit analysis, which
covers all bond issuers, and the model results are comparable across ratings and regions. Finally,
Deloitte combined its 100 years of audit experience with AI technology to analyze abnormal financial
statements of companies and abnormal behaviors.

Background or industry pain points
• With the frequent defaults in China's bond market, the manual, passive and inefficient risk
management methods have significantly restricted the development of the relevant businesses of
financial institutions.
• Annual bond ratings can no longer meet the demands of financial institutions for bond credit risk
management. Early warning of bonds with higher risk sensitivity has become the focus.
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Successful case story
Bond early warning: Taking the largest bank in China as an example, the cooperation mainly focused on the
application of AI technology in early warning of credit risk in the bond market. Generally speaking, the risk
appetite of financial institutions is relatively prudent while financial investments are relatively aggressive. At that
time, the client, as one of the four major state-owned banks, held RMB80 million of bonds of Reward Group.
Deloitte Intelligent Bonds gave high-risk warning 182 days before the bond default, which helped the client
disposed of it successfully and effectively avoided the loss of nearly RMB100 million of bond default.

Contact
Jerry Yu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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The 4th Report
With non-financial data as the core, the 4th Report sets up a
quantitative enterprise value management system that covers four
dimensions of customer, product, channel and finance based on
data assets, providing more comprehensive performance review and
deeper management insights for enterprises.

Asset value proposition
It helps address the limits and lags of current financial statements to capture and predict future trends
even without the "Pandora's Box"; enables the management to better understand the value of digital
assets; and analyzes the value of such assets in a structured and standardized way with high efficiency. It
can be applied at 3 levels - assessing strategic transformation at governance level, analyzing operational
performance at management level, and identifying enterprise risks at external regulatory level.

Background or industry pain points
How to evaluate the competitiveness of a business and the value of its data assets
as well as individual clients in the context of digital transformation.

Successful case story
Deloitte developed a value assessment framework for a healthcare provider and
further layered its value drivers by transforming its traditional business value
from outcome-oriented to growth-driven, enabling level-based, standardized,
structured, refined and penetrative value management; established a path of
value realization for individual customers; identified key elements for conversion,
laying a foundation for increased scenario output and customer conversion;
defined the value proposition of data technology and the impact of brand
value, built the path for value realization, and explored value contribution
around revenue increase, cost reduction and efficiency enhancement, as well
as risk management; and implemented a business value management system
to provide visualized value management tools as a foothold for digitalized
management.

Contact
Jacky Zhu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Phishmon
Phishmon is a platform used to simulate fishing attacks, which
can assess the risk of fishing attacks and employees' capabilities
of reporting suspicious emails by analyzing employees' behavioral
response (e.g. click rate) to fishing emails.

Asset value proposition
• Phishing simulation: phishing emails would be sent to organizations according to a pre-agreed
scenario (including date/time and target employees).
• Cyber security awareness training: E-learning/in-class training on security awareness would be
provided to equip employees with necessary knowledge for identifying phishing emails.
• Improvement progresss monitoring: a report on simulation results including statistic information such
as employee response rate, client percentage per department and e-learning participation rate would
be provided. These information should give organizations insights on the maturity level of awareness
against phishing attacks.

Background or industry pain points
• More than 90% of cyber attacks start from phishing and 97% of people cannot identify
phishing emails.
• No one can immune from phishing attacks.
• Phishing scams can immensely undermine your financial performance and your
organization's reputation.
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Successful case story
We enhanced employees' anti-fishing attack awareness and improved the client's internal cyber security
management via system testing and security awareness trainings, and improved employees' anti-fishing
email awareness and fishing attack response capabilities by sending simulative phishing emails and analyzing
employees' behaviors. The project was divided into 3 steps: firstly, based on the pre-agreed scenario, the first
simulative phishing email was sent out to measure click rate and response time, and collect the information
disclosed by target employees. Secondly, trainings on security awareness were provided to equip employees
with the necessary knowledge for identifying phishing emails. And finally, based on the pre-agreed scenario,
the second simulative phishing email was sent out, and compare the results with that of the previous one.
The project assisted the organization to clearly understand their capability of dealing with phishing emails,
strengthened employees' cyber security awareness, and further enhanced the enterprise's ability in combating
phishing emails.

Contact
Tonny Xue
Deloitte China Risk
Advisory Partner
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Deloitte China Risk
Advisory Partner
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Cerebrum AI
(Contract Review Service)
Cerebrum AI focuses on text analysis and application, and integrates
various intelligent technologies such as natural language processing
(NLP), OCR, intelligent question-answering, knowledge map, machine
learning, and deep learning. It assists clients in analyzing complex
textual data and integrating risk factors to strengthen corporate risk
management and enhance intelligent operation. It aims to transform
the future of work.

Asset value proposition
Diverse business scenarios
intelligent level
1 Enhanced
3
Applicable to various
Interpret, analyze, and extract key
scenarios including
intelligent contract review,
classification of laws and
regulations, optimization of
business processes, supplier
due diligence, enterprise
knowledge map, and
intelligent analysis of policies
and regulations.

information and contents from
massive or complex texts, and
release users from heavy paper
work to improve overall operational
efficiency, enhance business.
processes, and lower costs.
dive of data value
2 Deep
Analyze a large amount of
data, identify risks in real
time model, and enhance
risk management.

4

Standardized template
management
Multi-template
management for
multitudinous contracts
by comparing documents
against templates to
quickly identify differences.
Contracts of the same
types are reviewed against
the same templates.

review based on
5 Intelligent
experience rules and deep
learning
Integrate professional
lawyers’ experience with
deep learning and obtain
key review points that are
applicable to a given client.

online review and
6 Combine
RPA review
With enhanced efficiency,
only 1-3 minutes are needed
to review a contract.
standards
7 Consistent
unified audit standards
ensure accuracy rate of
above 95%.
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Background or industry pain points
With the rapid development of disruptive technologies such as mobile internet, big data, and artificial
intelligence, traditional businesses are facing enormous challenges as well as opportunities. Though
businesses possess a great amount of textual data, the level of textual data application remain
relatively low given the great variety, unstructured nature and low information density of textual data.
Such massive and complex textual data contains potential risk information and enormous business
value. By analyzing and mining such textual data, it would help enterprises enhance efficiency and gain
a full view of risks.
(As business documents including contracts, operational documents, and policies and standards are
unstructured data, issues like diversified templates and formats, multiple review key points, timeconsuming manual review and various manual review standards have added to the challenges of
contract review work. Driven by AI, machine learning algorithm, text analysis, NLP and professional
lawyers' knowledge, the mainstream trend is the adoption of intelligent contract review service to
precisely identify errors and potential legal risks including unusual, missing or problematic clauses.)

Successful case story
Leveraging Cerebrum AI and in consideration of client's business pain points and needs, Deloitte built
a big data risk management platform for a real estate industry leader in China to improve its overall
intelligent level and risk management capability.

1

2

3

Tag management system, which
aggregates policy texts and builds
an element-and tag-based mapping
architecture to realize multi-category
management of policies and provide
policy searching function and
recommendation service;

Contract review system, which matches
and analyzes contract documentations,
identifies risk provisions intelligently,
and offers suggestions for revision;

Risk aggregation map, which
automatically captures multi-source
risks, identifies and aggregates
risk information in and outside the
network, and realizes timely prediction
and transmission of risk contents;

4

5

6

Personnel management map, which
aggregates personnel and enterprise
connected network to conduct deep
dive and uncover hidden relations;

External risk sensing platform, which
integrates enterprise's external risk
information and perceives public
sentiment for the enterprise in real time;

4

Contact
Zheng He
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Information extraction, which extracts
structured data from a massive
amount of documentations to provide
resources for text processing and
analysis as well as content mining.
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Risk Sensing Platform
The Risk Sensing Platform uses Risk Indicator to alert risks in finance,
operation, and business development. The platform utilizes a wide
range of internal and external data to monitor and manage risks
through modelling and data analysis.

Asset value proposition

Risk
sensing

Risk
quantification

Risk
management

Background or industry pain points
Businesses face a wide spectrum of risks that are hard to quantify and detect in advance or in a
timely manner, and need an integrated platform to manage risks across the board.
Successful case story
A large conglomerate engaged in multiple business segments. By deploying the Risk Sensing
Platform, Deloitte conducted quantitative analysis of the group's internal and external risk
points, provides risk alerts and real-time risk monitoring, and offered ex-ante, in-process and
ex-post management of risks throughout the lifecycle, helping the group manage various
business risks centrally and implement management and intervention measures in time.

Contact
Jacky Zhu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Port CoE-Matitime innovation
districts
Developing innovation districts is a capital-driven complex exercise
involving many stakeholders where advisory services can offer highly
added value. Deloitte's Port Advisory CoE is an innovative consulting
service with a focus on bringing together innovative maritime
institutes, companies, ideas and fund to accelerate innovation in the
maritime industry and fuel smart port technologies.

Asset value proposition
With the most advanced experience and expertise in the port and maritime sector, Deloitte Port Advisory is a cross
functional centre of excellence operating at a global level across Deloitte service lines. It brings together various
experts who have both extensive knowledge and experience in port consulting. Deloitte Port Advisory leverages its
cross-functional services offerings to help clients tap into the largest potentials and create maximum value.
Developing innovation districts is a capital-driven complex exercise involving many stakeholders where advisory
services can offer highly added value. Innovation districts help fuel urban regeneration, build star cities, and
more importantly, drive port innovation. Besides, innovation districts can generate economic, physical and social
benefits for the port, the city and even the region in which they are located.
Strategic planning is the key to develop maritime innovation districts. A successful strategy to develop an
innovation district should include collaborative leadership, clear vision, talent & technology, access to capital and
inclusive growth. Deloitte Port Advisory is committed to help clients map out effective strategies and delivering a
full range of professional services, including vision and strategy design, business case development, stakeholder
management, partnership and procurement negotiations and tender process optimization.

Background or industry pain points
As the traditional port market is changing, population, technology and sustainability all impact daily
businesses and shape some trends.
The future of ports is developing into smart ports, which requires ports to innovate and tap into the
regional innovation capability.
Successful case story
Deloitte assisted Port of Rotterdam to successfully develop the Rotterdam Makers District/Innovation District by
transforming the outdated port area in Rotterdam into an innovative maritime hub. The hub, launched in 2008, mainly
integrated industry, education and research initiatives to enhance the port's competitiveness and innovation.

Contact
Sjors Berns
Deloitte Port Advisory Leader
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SOP
SOP is a specialized innovative asset that supports transformation from
a non-shared operation model to a shared one. It enables quick import
and configuration of financial work orders through the integration of
upstream systems and digitally displays the real-time performance data
of employees at shared centers to satisfy the needs for all-dimensional
management of shared service operations.

Asset value proposition
SOP lowers the entrance threshold of shared service transformation, which helps speed up the
transformation process. It enhances the operation support under the shared service model with digitalized
presentation of operation data. The easier implementation of the shared operation model efficiently
promotes deliverable outcomes. It guarantees faster and high-quality project delivery and accelerates the
penetration of scaled transformation clients.
Background or industry pain points
Shared operation has become the most effective way for enterprise management transformation in
the next few years. Shared operation based tools and operation management platform are required
to accelerate enterprise transformation. Currently, most enterprises have their own financial systems,
but lack the support of shared operating platform, leading to difficulties in transformation to the
financial shared operation model.
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Successful case story
SOP helped a large auto parts and components manufacturer in China to establish a financial shared
service center and achieved financial digital transformation in multiple dimensions:

Shared service
management
Integrate the intracorporate service, help
enterprises to improve
the efficiency, create
value, reduce cost,
improve customer
satisfaction, enhance
the service quality,
and lower the intracorporate service cost.

Synchronized
performance
management
The performance
management system
sets out qualitative and
quantitative indicators
for different objectives.
At the same time, the
self-evaluation and
peer evaluation of
personnel can relatively
ensure the transparency
and accuracy of
the evaluation and
standardize the business
evaluation system.

Quality surveillance
Ensure high-quality business
and service delivery, distribution
and management based on
process-based and standardized
service support to help enterprise
transform.
Digitalized operation presentation
Refine and breakdown the
statistical indicators of task data
by layer to present the efficiency
statistics, error statistics and
comprehensive utility analysis in
the period. Visualized reports are
generated by group, entity unit,
business type and document type.

Contact
Jerry Li
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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Vendor Risk
Based on crawler technologies, Vendor Risk Services helps capture
reliable data from multiple sources. Leveraging semantic analysis
technology and risk assessment model, it can construct a dynamic
and holistic business risk profile that helps enterprises quickly and
effectively identify potential threats and make intelligent decisions.

Asset value proposition
Develop dynamic and holistic supplier risk profiles to assist clients quickly and effectively identify
potential risks in suppliers and avoid potential losses. Meanwhile, it can help clients make smart
decisions about supplier selection, management and evaluation.

Background or industry pain points
With a growing number of suppliers, developing a comprehensive and
effective supplier risk assessment is more important for clients than before.

Successful case story
Provided supplier risk profiles for a global leading pharmaceutical company. Constructed
supplier risk profiles from multiple perspectives by integrating massive data from internal and
external sources and extracting negative information of suppliers and complex relationships
between suppliers.

Contact
Zheng He
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Connected Store
Connected Store is an iOS enabled pop-up store of the future powered
by Salesforce. It is designed to help retailers and consumer brands create
connected experiences that reflect their brands and take advantage of the
new digital technologies (e.g., predictive analytics, IoT, AR/VR) to enable
stores and shoppers to be more informed than ever. Deloitte’s industry
recognized experience helps companies rethink the store of the future
to identify, recognize, and act on customers’ pain points and to digitally
enable the store workforce for enhanced productivity.

Asset value proposition
onnected Store helps brands create compelling and end-to-end omnichannel shopping experience,
covering all shopping touchpoints within and out of stores. It tailors consumer journey for brands from
verticals including apparel, cosmetics, shoes, food and grocery; seamlessly integrates physical and digital
channels by using technologies such as digital reality (augmented/virtual reality), IoT, facial recognition, smart
imaging, self-checkout, smart shelf monitoring and inventory tracking. Connected Store enables real-time
inventory monitoring and effective store management in addition to targeted marketing and personalized
shopping experience—driving profits with higher conversion rate, stronger loyalty and streamlined
operation processes.
Background or industry pain points
Relieve pain points of in-store shopping while enhancing
shopping experience of different channels through:

Omni-channel
shopping
enablement;

In-store digital
shopping
experience
enhancement;

Support (through
predictive scoring);

Integration
of digital
information and
offline shopping;

Assist in elevating associates' service awareness, service
quality as well as work efficiency through:
Improve
customer
services;
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Real-time and
precise inventory
management;

Mobile
payment
adoption;

Store operation
efficiency
improvement.

Self-checkout
services.
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Successful case story
Consumers always spend too much time on finding desired products in stores, meanwhile
retailers want to operate stores more efficiently. Traditional retailing models have been unable
to meet demands in the digital era. With the help of Connected Store, Deloitte created an
immersive environment via digital transformation in bricks-and-mortar stores. Deloitte have helped
clients in London, New York and Sydney to open pop-up stores to provide customers tailored,
comprehensive and connected shopping experience.

Contact
Tianbing Zhang
National Industry Program
Deloitte Asia Pacific Consumer Products
and Retail Leader

Allen Wong
Deloitte China
Consulting Partner
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Deal Catalyst
Deal Catalyst can be applied in M&A transaction processes, which
develops business insights for every step of M&A lifecycle, especially at
the early stage.

Asset value proposition
Realize realtime tracking
by calculating
indicators such as
space utilization
and logistic
efficiency, and
evaluate asset
utilization rate by
comparing with the
average value;

Analyse demographic
distribution and social
topics based on some
basic information
to sketch consumer
profiles for precise
consumer positioning;

Calculate ebit/
ebitda based on
historical data
and estimate the
time to reach the
breakeven point;

Use accumulated
third-party data
(including online
and offline) to
calculate and
compare profit
margins of
different channels.

Background or industry pain points
Chanllenges faced by companies when implementing M&A projects:
• complexity in cleansing the Target's unstructured and enormous data；
• difficulty in completing business assessment；
• lack of visualized due dilligence results.
Successful case story
A hypermarket client wanted to get a clear view of the operation status of hundreds of stores across
the country. Deal Catalyst monitored business performance and sales conversion based on store‘s
financial reports, rapidly identified poor-performed stores and analyzed potential causes through
visual expression, and generate major industry insights to instruct further analysis.

Contact
Shirley Yang
Deloitte China Financial
Advisory Partner
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Eric Xue
Deloitte Innovation Digital
Development Center Director
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Smart GTS
Built on the basic business processes in China's import and export
industry, Smart GTS can create its own Demo products by implementing
standard functions in the SAP GTS system. It provides more agile and
efficient solutions for companies' import and export trade businesses.
Besides, Smart GTS is committed to helping enterprises manage import
and export processes in an information and system-enabled manner.
It delivers international trade compliance solutions to help enterprises
expand their global footprint as industry leaders.

Asset value proposition
Fast: Efficient business functions
based on Demo products

Simple: Simplify project
implementation for small and mediumsized businesses with cloud technology

Flexible: Dynamically generate
templates according to different
requirements

Service: Provide operating manuals and
training materials for further learning

Background or industry pain points
Amid the fierce market competition, increasingly complex global economy and rising trade frictions,
regulators around the world and international organizations are stricter in companies' regulated
operations and management to maintain a fair market competition. This poses a huge challenge to
the compliance management capabilities of Chinese enterprises and the construction of compliance
management systems.Companies need a full flow solution to achieve international trade compliance.
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Successful case story
Smart GTS provided solutions for a mobile internet company which is engaged in developing smart
hardware and electronics.The legal and customs automation control platform established in the project
will help the client meet the management compliance and customs requirements and achieve effective
management of compliance and customs affairs. Deloitte GTS project team developed comprehensive
analysis of the client's current businesses and processes during the implementation of the project.
Besides, the project team diagnosed and identified process issues based on the client's future growth
strategies and demands, and optimized the business processes by combining with professional
experience of Deloitte experts and Smart GTS specific needs.
After a series of rigorous system configuration, rapid interface development, customs documents
customization, as well as tests of 48 business scenarios in 6 types, including finished products, aftersales
services, raw materials, compliance, BP master data and material master data, the platform has gone
live successfully.

Contact
Xiaoyu Huang
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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China Gateway Services
China Gateway Services offers our gateway services through an
integrated approach to assist foreign clients entering China in
navigating the challenges for successful businesses operations in the
market, as well as in compliance with unique regulatory requirements
across content publication, data residency and cybersecurity, etc.

Asset value proposition
Creating tangible value for clients by planning and executing inbound
investment strategies, integrations and separations throughout the
business lifecycle.

Background or industry pain points

How to deal with China's complex and ever-changing tax and
business regulatory environment and local practices;
How to deal with various regulatory compliance requirements in the
areas, such as tax and cyber security, in a cost-effective manner.

Successful case story
China Gateway Services helps MNCs to design a flexible and cost efficient holding structure
to meet the business needs in China. It can facilitate future expansion and business plan
adjustment, cash repatriation and help develop a cloud-efficient business model for operations
in China.

Contact
Hao Zhu
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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FastPass
FastPass is the operation platform of OCR Auditing Center. It provides
receipt review and audit services and can be used as a shared
operation platform and realize task management, assessment
management, quality management as well as data visualization.

Asset value proposition
Greatly improve review efficiency; realize intelligent and visualized project progress arrangement,
process management and quality management; and provide data security assurance.

Background or industry pain points
Due to low efficiency and high error rate in manual review and complex and
unstandardized project handover processes, data security cannot be guaranteed and
project progress management is incomplete.

Successful case story
In order to create more business opportunities, a Fortune Global
500 auto company developed incentives to promote sales through
exhibitions and advertisements. However, dealers were required to
submit large amount of and various types of materials to the auto
company for review. Since different models/dealers may apply to
different policies, manual review is always inefficient and error-prone
as the materials need to be reviewed are increasing and diversifying.
Based on AI and natural language processing, Fast Pass provides highly
efficient support for receipt audit, improving the efficiency by more
than 50%.

Contact
Total Chow
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Model Plus
Deloitte Model Plus is a digital solution to facilitate companies' future
decision-making, which is a cutting edge analytics tool aimed at
assisting in the decision making process, such as internal financial
budgeting, investment analysis, business transformation and project
financing. By fully realizing the intentional logics and important
operation details and leveraging an innovative quantitative platform,
Model Plus identifies processes and factors with significant impact
on companies' future development. It can find out important trends
of financial metrics changes and boundary conditions of business
operation in respect of uncertainties in the future financial forecasts
process. Meanwhile, it can effectively explore plans for optimizing
management and operation by simulating the real changes of key
factors to help companies make decisions for future development.

Asset value proposition
Based on potential business models and scenarios, Deloitte's Model Plus comprehensively analyzes
relevant business logics and model parameters. It fully reflects the actual logics and important
operation details in the calculation process of the model, empowering business models with distinctive
functions including multi-scenario support and simulation. Model Plus has also innovatively developed
a general quantitative platform to carry high-end customized business models for all kinds of
enterprises for standardized and diversified model operation and testing. It taps into the potential of
the models and extends their application scenarios. Model Plus successfully helps clients in key factor
identification, investment returns analysis, multi-dimensional comparison and display of business
scenarios, business models selection, identification of boundary conditions of business operation in a
quantitative manner, providing quantitative support in optimizing management decisions. Model Plus is
easy and flexible to use. Just with centralized model controls, Model Plus can realize all-round functions
including model operation, scenario switching, comprehensive testing, and result presentation.
Background or industry pain points
Companies need to make many decisions in business operations, while facing the
greatest challenge of various uncertainties in the future. Therefore, how to identify risks
and opportunities in these uncertainties is the top priority for modeling. The core engine
of our Model Plus is to simulate how some major factors impact key indicators, in order
to forecast the trends and range of changes in these key indicators. In today's financial
and commercial sectors, our Model Plus is widely used in risk forecast, decision analysis,
operation optimization and budget management.
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Successful case story
Case 1: The target company is a large listed SOE that has operated in the iron and steel industry.
As its debt-to-assets ratio remained high due to poor operation, the company was in bankruptcy
and reorganization proceedings. Our client, as an investor, was planning to restructure the Target
through product portfolio changes and business process upgrade. Based on our analysis on its
historical financial conditions through due diligence and business restructuring schemes and business
assumptions provided by industry experts, we developed a financial model that simulated the Target's
financial performance after restructuring, in order to provide quantitative support for the client’s
restructuring decision-making. The Target has successfully returned to profitability and saw its earnings
up by 450% year on year.
Case 2: The client is a newly established new retail company, which is committed to developing
convenience store businesses in new formats by leveraging its group company's experience in
traditional retail. Our client planned to expand rapidly through an effective franchise model. And the
management needed to formulate franchise policies and a series of business decisions that were
essential in the early stage of its development through estimates.Combined with due diligence, we
delved into the business formats in the convenience store sector, including store-level daily sales,
expenses and margin levels as well as franchise policies, to develop a flexible financial model.
The model can display 36 potential store types and the profitability of franchise portfolios, providing
data support for developing different store types. It can also consolidate group-level financial
statements, assisting the client to formulate franchise policies and identify factors that have the
greatest impact on profitability through several sensitivity testing tools in order to optimize operations.
The dashboard module in the model summarized the key indicators on profitability and operations that
were highly valued by the client, and provided a quick reference for internal discussions.
Our financial model has played a significant role in the client's store planning and franchise decisions
as the client applied it to analyse operations of each individual store in different types and the group's
overall cash flow in different store types, product portfolios and franchise policies. The client has
already opened dozens of stores in Shanghai and planned to start franchise activities this year.

Contact
Shirley Wang
Deloitte China Financial
Advisory Partner
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Michael Yu
Deloitte China Financial
Advisory Partner

Ellen Xu
Deloitte China
Financial Advisory
Director
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Next Location
NextLocation is a location strategy solution powered by next generation
digital tools, including geographical information systems (GIS), industry/
business proven databases, analytics and visualization tools and virtual
due diligence developed by our existing network of local experts.
It is designed to help clients find the right locations for their next
manufacturing base, shared service center, headquarters and other
overseas branches in line with their overall corporate strategy.

Asset value proposition
With industry recognized experience, Deloitte can help firms rethink their global location strategies
amidst the volatile business environment, identify and act on clients' pain points. We are able to
assist clients in making well-informed location decisions through digitalized site selection:

Improved speed to market
Quickly screen and assess
the search area to find
out candidates that meet
critical requirements and
develop a shortlist of
candidates for clients. Then
conduct detailed field/virtual
validations to determine the
right location based on the
project specific criteria;

Reduced costs and risks
Drawing on the experience
from hundreds of our
past projects, we help
clients develop a process
and decision framework
that objectively measures,
scores, and models variable
operating costs and business
conditions;

Resilient decisionmaking solution
The solution is free from
travel restrictions and
lockdowns, lessening
the dependence on site
visits, while maintaining
the soundness of the
decision.

Background or industry pain points
The changing global business environment makes location selection for overseas expansion
more challenging for clients;
Companies tend to focus heavily on local government support and incentives when expanding,
while missing out on other key geographic factors for operational success;
The dependence on site visit for location selection could be time consuming and costly for
clients, which is also disrupted during global lockdowns;
Our international and experienced team is composed of members with experience in Europe
and China. Our NextLocation solutions cater for clients' needs with extensive local experience
in overseas site selection.
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Successful case story
• Issue: A MNC client in financial services industry, who already has a complex global shared services
framework, was looking to integrate and optimize its existing businesses by setting up a new global
business services center
• Challenge: The client needed to shortlist some options from several countries/cities as the location
of its new shared services center, with consideration of multiple factors, including labour, real estate,
logistics, etc. It could be challenging to push the project forward during the lockdown without an
established network of experts and tools in location selection
• Value created: The team utilized the NextLocation solution to assist the client discover and analyze
several target countries/ regions in a short time, and leveraged proven data insights and our existing
network of experts to conduct virtual due diligence on the local situations of the short-listed locations
(business environment, labour market conditions, real estate options etc.). The client was able to select
the final location from the top three options we recommended for their future growth

Contact
Olaf Babinet
Deloitte Germany Consulting Director
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GRC Access Control Tool
As an effective enterprise risk management solution, GRC Access
Control Tool continuously monitors risks with digital technologies,
helping enterprises protect core and sensitive data and effectively
preventing fraudulent behaviors.

Asset value proposition
Visualize risks, providing evidence for fraud analysis; protect sensitive data access; reduce
access control management costs.

Background or industry pain points
Lack of uniform access control management specifications, processes,
rules and tools; Difficulty in performing cross-business risk management due to too
many application systems; Difficulty in conducting real-time risk monitoring due to too
many business users.
Successful case story
A well-known Internet company plans to develop a risk-oriented, monitorable and automated
risk control mechanism by improving access compliance management system, designing
access control rules, optimizing existing authorization assignment and building unified access
control platform. As an unified platform integrating the best industry practices and meeting
external regulatory requirements, GRC Access Control Tool can achieve access, integration and
collaboration across regions and systems. First of all, we designed access control rules based
on business processes and applied them to the platform to identify access risks and provide
early warning, enabling continuous monitoring; then, we dealt with identified risks through
removing risk authorization or adopting mitigation controls and reviewed the effectiveness of
mitigation controls at a regular basis, realizing access risk visualization and enhancing internal
control compliance and sensitive data protection.

Contact
Tonny Xue
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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iCredit
Built on regulatory requirements, iCredit is a banking credit review platform
that combines Deloitte's professional experience in various fields and utilizes
financial and non-financial data, supported by modelling, machine learning,
big data analytics and cloud computing.

Asset value proposition

Leveraging Deloitte's enterprise credit risk rating assessment and risk prediction
methodology, iCredit identifies the potential risks of enterprises from different perspectives,
creatively integrates account receivable (AR) risk management. Based on customers' credit
rating, it helps enterprises establish AR risk management scheme, effectively reduces the
proportion of AR bad debt, and improves profitability and sustainability.

Background or industry pain points
When risk identification becomes hindsight, and financial whitewash takes place through
unpredictable approaches, it has become difficult to assess the financial risk of enterprises,
while it is even more difficult to understand a large number of financial risks of target
enterprises in bulk.

Successful case story
Based on iCredit, Deloitte helped a large manufacturing enterprise develop an
account receivable (AR) management system to better understand customers'
financial risks, so as to formulate AR risk management scheme and effectively
reduce the proportion of AR bad debt.

Contact
Collin Jin
Deloitte China Audit & Assurance Innovation Leader
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D. La (Labor Law Powered
Employment Management Service
System)
D. La is a complete standardized labour relation case management
system developed and operated by a team of professional lawyers. As
an advanced digital solution, it is constantly evolving and updated in a
timely manner. The system provides clients with a personnel management
system integrated with labour law compliance. Its functions include staff
information storage, employee administration, document generation,
template control, process tracking, risk monitoring, and legal consultation.

Asset value proposition
Assists clients to effectively control legal and compliance risks in the process of daily personnel management;
Provides early warning and effective intervention to significant labour compliance issues;
Equips the clients with the management functions, including personnel information storage, employment
document generation, process guidance and other comprehensive labour law compliance matters.

Background or industry pain points
• High maintanence costs for personnel management;
• High potential risks for personnel management;
• The personnel management information storage is

not intelligently digitalized, which leads to data
leakage and disconnection;
• The personnel management expertise is based
on HR experience, which is less effective.

Successful case story
For medium and large MNCs with a large number
of employees, especially for the organizations
seeking for digitalized, regulatory compliant
and process-based personnel management
system, the adoption of D. La solution can help
enterprises to achieve their goals of employee
administration and labor relation management in
a more efficient and economic manner.

Contact
Weiheng Jia
Deloitte Legal Partner

*D. La (Labor Law Powered Employment Management Service System) is a Qinli Legal product and Shanghai Qin Li Law Firm is a firm associated with Deloitte Legal.
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D. Halo (Independent whistleblowing
management platform)
D. Halo is an intelligent digitalized case management system of
whistleblowing service independently operated by Deloitte Legal. The
operation of the service strictly complies with PRC Cybersecurity Law and
relevant regulations, while its adoption is powered by Deloitte Halo, a
professional digital whistleblowing solution which equips organizations with
digitalized and visualized tool that is accessible and effective.

Asset value proposition
With a more complex regulatory environment, proactive measures should be taken to effectively
follow the rules and regulations. D.Halo, our digital whistleblowing service and case management
system ensures the early detection of compliance issues, while helping to avoid the accumulated
risks damaging the legitimate interests of the organizations. As a result, it minimises workplace
misconduct and strengthens compliance governance effectively. At the same time, D.Halo is operated
independently without any undue influence. It's a secure, practical and cost effective whistleblowing
platform that adopts the latest technology, allowing the clients to manage the investigation progress,
consolidate the misconduct information, and review the disclosure reports in one secure platform.
Background or industry pain points
Under the current legal environment, the personal information collection and data storage has
become rather sensitive across the globe. Therefore, our service has considered potential risks
and have adopted a digitalized solution to provide clients with a secure local-hosted service where
multi-level authorized access and data protection measures are deployed. Such measures ensure
our clients to be armed with guarded data storage service.
Successful case story
D.Halo provides employees and external stakeholders of a telecommunication company with three
reporting channels including hotline, website and email, to report either anonymouly or with full
disclosure at their own discretion. The identity information and disclosure contents are all securely
stored in a server deployed with high level confidentiality standards. The panel designated by the client
can access, edit, review and reply to the disclosure reports through the client end of the D.Halo, while
whistleblowers can check the report status or add information through the reporter end. Besides, the
system regularly provides analytics and statistics of the disclosure reports received to facilitate the
clients to understand the internal situation of the organization.

Contact
Weiheng Jia
Deloitte Legal Partner

*D. Halo (Independent whistleblowing management platform) is a Qinli Legal product and Shanghai Qin Li Law Firm is a firm associated with Deloitte Legal.
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Report Wizard
Report Wizard automatically extracts primary statements and notes
from working papers, executes health check and formatting, and
generates financial statement drafts.

Asset value proposition
It supports fast data extraction from multiple finance systems; reduces the time for the finance
department to collect data from different branches/subsidiaries; data cleaning saves the workload of
finance personnel to prepare data; formatted data can be used straight away, such as data required for
annual reports.
Background or industry pain points
Financial reports contain many pages and numbers, which are more liable to errors due to negligence;
Enterprise financial systems, storage locations, and data formats vary, thus it is time consuming for
finance personnel to access and clean the data; Frequent updates to accounting policies makes it
difficult to react timely.
Successful case story
An A+H shares listed enterprise needs to prepare
several Chinese and English financial reports for
mid-year and year end, including financial reports
for Shenzhen Stock Exchange, financial statements
and summaries for cninfo.com, and H-shares
financial reports. In the past, the financial personnel
had to check and compare the reports manually
once the financial figures were revised. A lot of
time was spent on checking the reports over and
over again. With Report Wizard, health check of the
financial reports can be performed and casting and tie-out errors can be identified automatically.
It also automatically compares different versions of financial reports, e.g. financial reports for
Shenzhen Stock Exchange vs financial statements for cninfo.com, Chinese financial reports vs
English financial reports. Report Wizard significantly helps save the time of financial personnel on
preparing financial reports. Its automatic and comprehensive health check also guarantees the
quality of financial reports.

Contact
Collin Jin
Deloitte China Audit & Assurance Innovation Leader
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ConvergeHealth
ConvergeHealth offers healthcare providers with a set of patient-centric
solutions, which focuses on digital and analytics capabilities to help win in
the newly integrated healthcare ecosystem. It is built with 3 major pillars:
Connected Patient Hub that enables real-time communication between
patients and care teams by recording patient data and conditions, Connect
platform that provides an one-stop management platform for healthcare
providers to implement scalable, cloud-based personalized patients/customers
management, and Miner that collects and manages patient-centered datasets
as sources for insights and real world evidence.

Asset value proposition
The solution can provide customized added value for different players in the healthcare
ecosystem. It provides real-time virtual patient care and clinical trials and enhances user
experience and patient adherence with continuous digital interaction tools. Improve
communication and user satisfaction by integrating systems to generate comprehensive
patient profiles. Consolidate data sources and insight-based analysis through greater
collaboration among ecosystem players for enhanced visibility to guide and expedite
healthcare providers' decision making.
Background or industry pain points
Low patient adherence, especially patients with chronicle diseases, affects
effectiveness and hamper patient satisfaction;
Frequent delays and overspending in clinical trials result from trial complexity, poor
monitoring and weak data capability;
Demand for more efficient, continuous and personalized patient service and
integrated management systems is rising;
Driven by the trend of RWE and AI research, improved data interoperability and
analytics capabilities are required;
Squeezed profit margin by various macro factors urges for efficient digital
management solutions.
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Successful case story
We have various successful cases of ConvergeHealth solutions in addressing different industry pain points.
One typical use case for Miner: one of the global top ten biopharmaceutical companies recognized that their
outdated systems, tools, processes and fragmented approach to leveraging RWD and clinical evidence was
impacting their ability to maximize and tap into existing assets and the potentials of the entire product lifecycle.
To transform how they manage, analyze and share RWD, they worked with Deloitte to develop a next generation
cloud-based data and analytics platform, laying a solid foundation for building their enterprise-wide RWE capability.
Deloitte helped the client to break down traditional information siloes and enable stakeholders across organizations
to gain managed data access and real-time analytical insights through enhanced data infrastructure.

Contact
Carrie Xiao
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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DASH (Deloitte Automation
Service Hub)
Built on Deloitte’s rich experience in robot advisory, implementation
and business process outsourcing services, DASH adopts subscriptionbased service pattern to offer one-stop RPA solutions for enterprises.

Asset value proposition
Help clients to manage robots (even cross-platform) in a centralized way; Improve the utilization and
ROI of robots by adopting sharing and subscription-based service models; Meanwhile, use friendly
interface interactions and various data visualization methods improve user experience, and apply AI
technologies to expand the application scenarios of RPA.

Background or industry pain points
Although RPA has been adopted by more and more companies to improve efficiency, robot
resources are not effectively shared and managed within companies. User experience is not friendly
enough and application scenarios are limited.

Successful case story
Several subsidiaries of a large group enterprise have introduced and run RPAs. However, robot
resources cannot be shared as processes are scattered. Meanwhile, due to the lack of strategic
planning in the early stage, multiple robot product platforms are co-existing. DASH ensures
centralized management of all robot resources and enables cross-functional robot resource
sharing. At the same time, end users can start and deploy robots via a unified portal, eliminating
tedious offline operations. While robots are running, users and administrators are able to monitor
the operation status of robots in real time through visualized methods. Meanwhile, based on OCR
and other AI technologies, DASH gained new features such as fee document review and contract
comparison, expanding the application scenarios of robots.

Contact
Jianfeng Ye
Deloitte China Tax and Legal Partner
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D. Accurate Promotion
D. Accurate Promotion is an online intelligent investment consultation
report, which can accurately focus on global leading enterprises in the
segmented industry, prioritize and sort out the list of potential investment
companies, and help target clients control the macro trends of the industry.
It further improves the efficiency of investment attraction efforts, captures
potential target companies with investment intentions in China in the future,
and serves as the "playbook" for daily investment attraction efforts.

Asset value proposition
This asset is expected to assist the investment promotion departments in enhancing their
professional investment promotion ability, thereby changing the traditional thinking and ways
of investment promotion on potential clients in target industries. It will have profound influence
on how the government and public sectors and the industrial real estate industry embrace the
concept of "precise investment".
Background or industry pain points
Clients from the government and public sectors and
industrial real estate industry constantly hope to attract
investment and introduce a large number of highquality projects, but the overall information source is
still relatively single. At present, most of the projects are
imported through traditional intermediary information.
The quantity of these actively imported projects are
limited with low success rate. Therefore, clients have
been seeking effective methods and tools for active and
precise investment promotion.
Successful case story
D. Accurate Promotion is comprised of two underlying databases: enterprises and industries.
Users can obtain detailed information and perform detailed tracking of enterprises with
investment potential using modules such as star enterprises, key follow-up enterprises, and
watchlist enterprises. Users can also learn the cutting-edge trends of the secondary and tertiary
segments through panoramic view of industry trends, guiding them in their precise investment
promotion efforts.

Contact
Clare Ma
Deloitte China Tax and Legal Partner
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Global Trade Classifier
Global Trade Classifier is Deloitte’s latest classification automation
solution based on robotic process automation and machine learning
that can be used to augment classification engineer’s work.

Asset value proposition
Automate the whole process from commodity information collection to classification results
generation, improving client's classification compliance management capabilities.

Background or industry pain points
Traditional manual classification is inefficient and error-prone, thus customs compliance risks
are frequent.

Successful case story
A Fortune Global 500 company in the power and automation sector adopted Global Trade Classifier
to improve classification accuracy and reduce the compliance costs of global logistics supply chain.

Contact
Johan Hollebeek
Deloitte EMEA Tax and Legal Partner
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Talent Link
Talent Link is an HR work activity analysis tool. It can visualize
the current state of HR activities, locate and optimize inefficient
transactional activities, enhance strategic activities and provide
preliminary recommendations to support the transformation of
enterprise human resources.

Asset value proposition

Visualize the
current state
of client’s HR
activities;
Assist
client to
identify key
processes

Activities to
be improved.

Background or industry pain points
In the VUCA era, addressing complex problems, iterative development and winning by speed has
become an inevitable trend for enterprise development. HR needs to navigate the challenges of its
business strategy in an environment disrupted by a variety of technologies.
Successful case story
Deloitte Consulting will provide the following professional services for an insurance group based on
thorough status quo research and evaluation: Using Talent Link to diagnose the current state of HR
management of the group; planning the path of HR shared service center construction; optimizing
and re-engineering the process of HR management.

Contact
Carol Zheng
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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Talent Mirror
Talent Mirror is an enterprise human resources performance analysis
tool. It helps companies continuously monitor and improve human
performance by using visualized operating dashboards and market
benchmarking tools against a backdrop of soaring labor costs.

Asset value proposition

Enhance operational
efficiency and
production effectiveness
of enterprises

Improve labor
cost structure

Optimize
workforce
structure

Reflect operational
status in real time to help
organizations adjust their
operational decisions

Background or industry pain points
Labor cost control has become one of the most important challenges in current enterprise operation
and management. Enterprises lack the tool to analyze their own HR operation data in real time.

Successful case story
The client required an effective digital tool to monitor and assess human resources performance
and management. Deloitte applied Talent Mirror to analyse HR departments' personnel efficiency
and labor cost efficiency indicators. By comparing with the indicators of enterprises with similar
sizes in the same industry, it is found that the overall efficiency of HR operation was not high, which
can serve as a basis and reference for clients to build HRSSCs in the future.

Contact
Carol Zheng
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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HRSSC
Deloitte's Human Resources Shared Services Center (HRSSC) aims to build
integrated solutions for human resources management consulting and
system implementation to facilitate strategic transformation of human
resources in enterprises. It connects business systems of the enterprise,
distributes work orders on the shared operation platform, and generates
leading human resources digital reports as well as statistical analysis, with
visualized, real-time presentation of business data, to meet enterprises'
needs for shared services.

Asset value proposition
Increased savings and optimized
resources:Help companies reduce labor costs

Information sharing and smooth
communication: Assist enterprises to integrate
resource and improve efficiency

Flexible and seamless integration:Connect
seamlessly with client's existing system

Continued advancement and operational
excellence: Facilitate the transformation of
human resources in enterprises

Background or industry pain points
There remain significant gaps between the business systems for HR management in enterprises, which have
become a major obstacle in the digital transformation of the HR department. The market needs a tool to
help enterprises solve this problem. Third-party, independent shared service platforms are growing as an
alternative for human resources transformation in the coming years. We can quickly capture the market as no
similar product is available at present.
Successful case story
Clients' pain points:
01. The variety of HR systems makes it hard for resources to be
adapted flexibly.
02. HR departments are over-staffed and services are not standardized.
03. Mistakes in any link when executing a task will affect operational
efficiency due to the absence of a task management mechanism.
After using HRSSC, clients will be able to manage tasks in a unified manner through
work orders, and ensure efficient and standard services via system integration.

Contact
Carol Zheng
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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Diligence Insights Platform
Diligence Insights Platform monitors websites, forums, blogs, Weibo, print media
and WeChat on an on-going basis based on technologies including massive
data collection, intelligent semantics analysis, natural language processing, data
mining and machine learning. It captures all kinds of information and network
dynamics timely, comprehensively and accurately, digs out signs of incidents
from vast amounts of data, sums up public opinions, grasps public sentiment,
and combines them with historical and similar events to forecast trends and
provide corresponding recommendations.

Asset value proposition
Through real-time monitoring and analysis of massive online public sentiments, companies can improve
their abilities in dealing with online public sentiments arosed from emergencies. Meanwhile, public
sentiment monitoring and response have become very effective means for companies to enhance
business performnace.
Background or industry pain points
Increasingly complex operation and management environment
have intensified competition between enterprises. As an important
component in the core competitiveness of enterprises, enterprise
risk management is crucial for enterprises to generate revenue and
maintain competitiveness. Improper management of enterprise
risks (such as third-party risk) will bring certain loss and impact,
which are sometimes irreparable.
Successful case story
Deloitte was engaged by an international private
bank to support KYC remediation for 98 customer
accounts. Key activities included sanction list
screening and negative news screening based on the
bank's standard operating procedures. With Diligence
Insights Platform, we achieved: significant time saving
in terms of both duration and elapsed time, by
making use of weekends and nights. Full audit trail of
RPA activities covered data gathered, decisions made,
data quality exceptions and timestamps at each step.
Moreover, we also re-deployed human resources
(KYC remediation team) to more value-added tasks
(e.g. with RMs).

Contact
Jaimie Cheung
Deloitte China Financial Advisory
Partner
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Data Security Service
Data Security Service provides users with data-centric risk management
solutions to deal with data security risks under complex circumstances.

Asset value proposition
Help enterprises effectively respond to internal and external cyber risks, ensure the security of
personal information and important data, and prevent information leakage, damage and loss;
Improve data security and privacy management governance to help enterprises meet domestic
and overseas data security regulatory compliance requirements; Help enterprises create an
overall digital security ecosystem in terms of personnel organization, management process and
technical protection.
Background or industry pain points
Global data security and privacy regulation are tightening up, with data and privacy laws being
introduced one after another;
Enterprises face deliberate external cyber attacks, while internal personnels or third-party
partners deliberately or unintentionally cause data leakage;
Enterprises have imcomplete data security management and technology mechanisms and
information systems are vulnerable;
The application of new technologies may bring new data security risks.
Successful case story
Engaged by one of world's top five smart phone manufacturers, Deloitte provided privacy
compliance, enterprise data security and privacy protection services to help it enter into the
EU market. Deloitte helped the client with data security and privacy protection compliance
advisory and rectification, ranging from privacy and data security organizational structure,
management system process, mobile product to key back-stage business lines. Through
compliance establishment and optimization of management processes, and compliance
rectification of product end and back-office technology platform, Deloitte helped the client
construct and optimize mobile phone products from front-end to back-end, covering privacy,
data security management and technology systems of core functions. The client's privacy and
compliance capability in overseas businesses was enhanced with lower data security risks, and
enterprise reputation and competitiveness in overseas markets were also improved.

Contact
Frank Xiao
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Parnter
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Media Auditing Tool
Media Auditing Tool, based on massive datasets, helps enterprises
analyze traffic data and integrates digital technologies with marketing
strategies, offering digital and intelligent advertising delivery. It
provides enterprises with services including multi-dimensional data
analysis, future trend projections, advertisement medium optimization,
target audience group optimization and risk filtering.

Asset value proposition
1

Marketing strategy optimization

3

Cross-channel evaluation ecosystem

2

Data value enhancement

Background or industry pain points
With the rapid development of online sales platforms and the diversification of sales
channels, the demands for advertising on digital platforms and marketing strategies are
gradually increasing. However, as businesses engage more in online advertising, auditing
advertising traffic and marketing campaign conversions has become an industry-wide pain
point. For many venders, traffic generation process is not transparent and a large portion
of traffic is invalid, thus leading to poor precision and low conversion rate. Media audit
digitalization can help clients reduce costs and improve marketing returns.

Successful case story
Construction of a digital media
auditing platform for a Chinese FMCG
corporation: according to the client's
business pain points and needs, a
digital marketing platform was built
to enhance digitization and improve
marketing risk management, by
leveraging Media Auditing Tool and
media flow auditing methodology
framework.

Contact
Zheng He
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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DHR
DHR is a digital platform based on the core human resources (HR)
system. The extended and custom-developed digital solution is
mainly used for enhancing HR service experience, interoperability
and implementation of HR consulting outcomes. It creates a platform
architecture and fill the gap in digital application services to achieve
intelligent interaction.

Asset value proposition

Improve the
efficiency and
productivity of
HR and related
personnel;

Integrate
fragmented
information
to link up
HR data and
processes;

Reduce
enterprise
training cost
as it is simple
and easy to
use;

Minimal
manual
operation, with
no installation
needed and
accessible on
browsers;

Responsive
and scalable.

Background or industry pain points
With the advent of the digital era, there is an increasing need of functionality and user experience of
HR systems in enterprises. At present, there is a large number of stock clients of traditional HR core
systems in China, but most of the backend system architecture and operation is complex. This brings
about drawbacks including unfriendly user interaction, information fragmentation, complex operation,
high user training costs, isolation of system operation and process approval, and failure to achieve
business linkage and data integration.
Successful case story
A state-owned energy company was looking to evolve their HR system into a user-friendly and
customized one based on SAP. DHR offered process management and page configuration functions
which realized efficient deployment of the system. Meanwhile, DHR provided users a simple yet
convenient use experience and changed the traditional HR work style to 'tasks being pushed to users'
from 'users pulling tasks'. This significantly improved the efficiency of HR users, helping the company
achieve HR digital transformation and value enhancement.

Contact
Alex Zhong
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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D.Survey
D. Survey is a general survey and analysis platform. This online survey
system integrating consulting system is developed through modular
design by leveraging cutting-edge digital application technologies. It
has a highly flexible business expansion capability. Support consulting
teams to quickly develop and deliver research and evaluation services
at the individual, team, and organizational levels.

Asset value proposition
Flexible and
highly reusable:
modular design,
expandable and
highly reusable.

Integration of research
process: provide onestop service process from
questionnaire design and
distribution, status tracking
& statistics to result analysis
and presentation.

Multi-service
integration:
consolidate
industry templates
of multiple
businesses.

Combination with data
services: work together
with big data platforms to
provide analysis services
for survey data. Provide
support for cross-business
line services and other
product calls.

Background or industry pain points
Lack of professional consulting survey tool and low efficiency, lack of survey visualization tool
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Sanya Consumer
Experience Survey:

BOC Leadership
Evaluation:

To meet the client's need of
quickly collecting consumer
information and generating
experience reports, D.
Survey built a consumer
survey system with both
graphics and texts swiftly
based on its strong and
mature capabilities in
questionnaire configuration
and data processing. We
developed data analysis
and results presentation
from multiple dimensions
of target groups, consumer
attitudes & behaviors, and
consumer preferences.
Finally we delivered
visualized research reports
to help users accumulate
industry data for industry
analysis and prediction.

To help the client quickly
create a human resources
evaluation platform,
D. Survey leveraged
its strength of flexible
configuration to develop a
highly professional, precise
and effective evaluation
tool by combining with
the embedded leadership
evaluation model; it
provided a complete set of
appraisal and evaluation
solutions integrating
appraisal modelling,
implementation and results
presentation.

Deloitte Employee
Information Declaration
Platform
To help Deloitte conduct
staff epidemic monitoring
and management,
D.Survey, based on its
strong business portfolio
capabilities, promptly built
an end-to-end epidemic
monitoring product
integrating questionnaire
setting and collection,
data processing and
report presentation. It can
empower to respond to
emergencies.

Contact
Youyou Lai
Deloitte Innovation Digital Development Center Partner
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War Room
War Room is a data visualization solution for enterprise executives, aiming
at addressing company’s pain points during digital transformation. Based
on Deloitte's profound insights and digitalization ideas, War Room combines
varied industry templates and cutting-edge technologies such as artificial
intelligence to rapidly improve business management and decisionmaking abilities and digital operational capability, accelerating outstanding
achievement and digital excellence.

Asset value proposition
• Through the highly visualized interactive interface and real-time display of core indicators of
industries, War Room helps the management timely monitor and control the pulse of the company.
• Based on Deloitte's insights and practice experience, a mature data analysis solution is created to
help companies quickly build an indicator system.
• War Room supports the integration of multiple analytics platforms and creates a one-stop
information integration platform by embedding heterogeneous analytics.
• Modular agile development, highly graphical interface, and custom creation of analysis scenarios
significantly shorten the implementation cycle.

Background or industry pain points
With the advent
of Industry 4.0,
companies
Lack of high-level decision support platform
have begun the
Lack of industrial integration experience
process of digital
Pain
transformation.
points Cross-platform information integration is difficult
When deploying
various types of
digital tools locally,
enterprises have
encountered many
obstacles:
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Long deployment cycle of analysis platforms

These obstacles
delayed the
pace of digital
transformation.
The market is
in dire need of
a tool to help
companies break
through the
bottleneck.
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Successful case story
A strategic client in the automotive industry:
Based on
the digital
big screen
technology,
we have
deployed War
Room for the
client to meet
the needs of
management
leadership.

It is a fullvalue system
covering R&D,
procurement,
production,
sales, finance
and human
resources;

It supports
effective and
fast core
management
decisions
and provides
a real-time
communication
platform;

It allows the
management
to check the
operation
status in
real time to
timely adjust
operation
strategies;
meanwhile,
it facilitates
the wide
application
of intelligent
meetings
among the
management
and realizes
paperless
office;

Moreover, it introduces
public opinion
management and
supports real-time access
to industry data, helping
to probe into industry
developments and
competitor performance
comprehensively;
Meanwhile, it helps the
management obtain timely,
accurate and consistent
data, ensures data comes
from the same source,
and further enhances data
management techniques
and capability;

It is more
agile, flexible,
comprehensive,
intelligent and
efficient.

Contact
Qingjie Zhang
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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Cyber Security Law Tool
Deloitte Cyber Security Law Tool is a cyber security compliance assessment
management tool. With legal knowledge, professional competence and
industry experience, Deloitte interprets the Cyber Security Law and related
laws and regulations, forms standard inspection items, and, on this basis,
establishes targeted application inspection libraries for different evaluation
needs. Then, the target software/website/platform system will be evaluated
to determine whether the target system is compliant under the cyber
security law framework and how the overall evaluation results are, and
rectification suggestions will be given automatically.

Asset value proposition
Comprehensively display the compliance status of companies.
A security compliance knowledge database maintained by professionals.
Reduce the efforts of internal compliance staff.
Effectively track compliance improvements progress.
Background or industry pain points
• Tightened national regulations on cyber security since the Cyber Security Law took effect.
• A number of administrative regulations and measures are being issued after the Cyber Security Law.
• Stricter compliance requirements for personal information protection and data cross-border transfer.
• Increasingly frequent law enforcement recently.

Successful case story
Deloitte helped a large automotive OEM in China evaluate their compliance with
China Cyber Security Law. The project leveraged Cyber Security Law Tool to identify
potential risks and provide corresponding remediation actions, especially on crossborder data transmission, protection of important data, application security and
network security. Through process optimization and technology implementation,
the gaps and potential risks in network security, application security, data privacy
and cross-border data transfer were identified and the respective inspection items
were generated. It focused on identifying and checking possible irregularities in the
operation process, accurately locating potential technology risk and compliance
risk, and putting forward corresponding solutions accordingly. The solutions were
visualized in Cyber Security Law Tool for viewing by the management.

Contact
Tonny Xue
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Cyber Strategy Framework
Cyber Strategy Framework is a global solution used to evaluate clients'
cyber capability. It follows structural and proven approaches to
determine the current and expected cyber maturity level. According to
the results, we can work out specific and targeted cyber security plans.

Asset value proposition
• Ensure cyber investments focus on the right priorities, maximizing the value of cyber
investments;
• Strengthen cyber connections with internal and external stakeholders;
• Strengthen cyber connections with shareholders and regulators;
• Present active cyber strategies.
Background or industry pain points
Nowadays, attacks are more likely to penetrate into the defence and security
control of organizations. In such cases, it's essential for organizations to give quick
and decisive response in order to maintain continuity and reputation.

Successful case story
Deloitte worked with a leading financial institution to prepare a large IT infrastructure project. The
project required the review and assessment of the overall security status (from three dimensions:
people, process and technology), a detailed concept of the target state and an actionable plan
for reaching the target. Firstly, understand threat landscape (Internet exposure, sensitive digital
assets, potential attackers and risk tactics) as well as the overall risk appetite. Secondly, define
the target state based on the analysis of these factors, plan a detailed cyber security framework
according to the needs and constraints, determine essential cyber security capabilities and
develop the action plan. Finally, divide the strategic roadmap into several parts, determine
prioritized security projects (including cost-benefit analysis), and adjust the organizational
structure and operating model. It helped the client understand its cyber security situation and
improvement approaches and advanced an executive-led cyber-risk program, ensuring security,
vigilance and resilience while considering the risk tolerance of the client.

Contact
Tonny Xue
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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eDMS(Electronic Document
Management System)
Electronic Document Management System(eDMS) integrates functions
including automated directory management, convenient document
uploading, flexible access control, record compliance management
(throughout the whole engagement lifecycle) as well as risk tracking and
risk management.

Asset value proposition
Support clients with improved document management and risk control capabilities, including
document management and review, authority control, process-based risk point preset and review,
workflow engine-based document and project approval, improving filing quality and efficiency and
reducing compliance risks.

Background or industry pain points
In order to improve filing quality and reduce compliance risks, Deloitte needs a unified document
management system designed for consulting projects to meet diversified compliance requirements.
Successful case story
Consulting businesses are characterized with large volume, diverse forms and a variety types of
document and compliance requirements, particularly confidentiality requirements. eDMS provided
centralized, convenient and secure document management solutions that can met different
compliance requirements for all engagement teams in Deloitte.

Contact
Lynch Jiang
Deloitte Innovation Digital Development Center Partner
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HK profits tax filing system
HK Profits Tax Filing System can be used to calculate profit tax and generate
profit tax papars and declaration forms. It provides vaious functions
including: data trace, version comparison, online review, data calculation and
OCR recognition of notices received from HK IRD.

Asset value proposition
• Provide a powerful profit tax filling tool for HK team, greatly improving the
efficiency and quality of profits tax filing;
• Accelerate project digitalization, enhance quality management and improve project
team's data analysis and decision-making capabilities.
Background or industry pain points

Lack of a comprehensive profits tax
filing system that is suitable for HK
team;

Without uniformed and standardized
work arrangements and project
progress management.

Successful case story
This tool successfully supported Deloitte HK team
in completing profit tax filling; greatly improved
the efficiency and quality of profit tax filling; and
effectively tracked the feedbacks of tax authority.

Contact
Lynch Jiang
Deloitte Innovation Digital Development Center Partner
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Consumer Insight
discovering the essence of consumer behaviors via consumer data and
combining with industry knowledge, Consumer Insight helps find out final
solutions for business issues.Built on a set of end-to-end data-enabled
professional services, the tool turns data resources into powerful engines
to provide consumer insights, facilitating companies to make strategic
adjustments and deployment from the perspectives of analysis, decisionmaking, operation and planning.

Asset value proposition

One-stop data
mining service
chain

Consumer insight
data analysis

model
Practical consumer
insight reports and
solutions

Background or industry pain points
In the context of big data, many data service suppliers have emerged in the market, but they
generally have the drawbacks of limited data sources and unprofessional analysis models, thus
they cannot provide effective consumer insights and solutions.
However, key business opportunities are fleeting as the consumer market is fast changing
in the digital era. Therefore, enterprises urgently need a timely, accurate and customized
professional consumer data insights product, so as to develop highly efficient, precise and lowcost marketing strategies.
Successful case story
An international luxury cosmetics brand is looking for a consumer public opinion platform in the
Chinese market to obtain market insights on its consumer characteristics with huge data volume.
At the same time, the client expected to identify a comprehensive label system for their existing
and future consumers, so as to achieve the purpose of precise positioning-based marketing and
brand positioning.
The product integrated millions of social media posts, e-commerce reviews and information
to analyze the social behaviors and store preferences of its current and future consumers. We
delved into each consumer persona, potential purchase behaviors and purchase trigger points to
help complete the precise positioning and brand positioning strategy for marketing.

Contact
Youyou Lai
Deloitte Innovation Digital Development Center Partner
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WellBeing
Wellbeing@Work Index is an analysis tool that quantifies and provides
insights into management and employees' perceptions of well-being
from 4 dimensions, supporting businesses to optimize their welfare
investment decisions.

2 1 3

Asset value proposition
Improve employee's work efficiency and engagement to drive business performance;
Help recruit, retain and engage the best talent;
Enhance enterprise's reputation and brand eminence.

Background or industry pain points
How to enhance employee experience, then retain talent and improve work efficiency has become
a critical issue in enterprise management.
Successful case story
How to enhance employee experience, then retain talent and improve work efficiency has
become a critical issue in enterprise management. However, enterprises in general are struggling
with the following issues: lack of digital tools to measure employee experience, and lack of
data-based judgements required to develop wellbeing policies. Deloitte's Wellbeing@Work
Index identifies and aligns differences in the sense of wellbeing between the organization and
individuals from perspectives of both employees (bottom up) and the management (top down). It
adopts an integrated approach and measures the wellbeing of working in the organization from
physical, mental, goal and environmental dimensions, helping enterprises find and develop more
comprehensive compensation and wellbeing packages based on employees' needs.

Contact
Sammie Shum
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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D.Spot
D.Spot is an intelligent remote event management tool. Empowered
by Deloitte's rich experience in on-site event management, compliance
management and index system design and establishment, it uses cuttingedge technologies such as cloud and face recognition to help enterprises
manage events remotely with higher efficiency and lower costs by
embedding intelligent algorithms, digitally integrating processes and
developing automated analysis system.

Asset value proposition
Enhance management
improve efficiency
ensure compliance
save costs

Background or industry pain points
Due to large amount and wide geographical coverage of events, it is impossible for
human workers to manage events in a timely and accurate manner;
Given numerous communication processes and fragmented data, much efforts are
required to collect and consolidate on-site information;
Because of incomplete evaluation systems and inconsistent standards, an effective
evaluation system is needed to support operation management;
Given that scenarios are diversifying, manual judgement is inaccurate in some cases.

Successful case story
A client engaged in pharmaceutical sector has invested a lot in event promotion and
management as the number of marketing event is increasing year by year. Meanwhile,
as market regulation is tightening up, Deloitte was engaged by the client to improve
event management in terms of risk identification, cost control and event management
optimization. D.Spot managed events in a timely manner and identified high-risk events
based on data collected, finally optimizing and upgrading event management.

Contact
Zheng He
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Cloud Security Service
Deloitte provides secure and end-to-end cloud security solutions that
span business vision alignment to cloud security product design.

Asset value proposition
• Cloud Security Service provides a one-stop cloud platform and an innovative technical security
environment to help users respond to cloud security risks;
• It builds a shared responsibility model between cloud tenants and cloud vendors and helps cloud
vendors obtain authoritative international security certification to establish confidence for both sides;
• It constructs a comprehensively compliant cloud risk framework for enterprises to lessen cyber
risks and ensure compliance.
Background or industry pain points
• Internet of Everything (IoE) and digital transformation create countless opportunities for
cloud security market.
• Challenges posed by cloud integration require redesign and restructuring of security
architecture.
• Emerging technologies such as adaptive architecture, virtualization, situation awareness
and AI integrate and co-exist on cloud platform.
• In addition to effective use of cloud services, cyber risk alleviation and comprehensive
compliance have become the priority.
Successful case story
Deloitte provided end-to-end cloud security consulting services to a Fortune 500 manufacturing company. First,
based on the client's business and system characteristics, we designed the cloud security control process and the
cloud security solution of its systems. Secondly, we designed a variety of security technology solutions including
CASB identity authentication, cloud data encryption, virtual infrastructure and cloud platform security, application
security, cloud monitoring and alerting, and integration with other cloud services. Finally, we also helped our
client build a cloud-based security risk management system that is secure, alert, and resilient. While helping
our client enjoy the benefits of cloud services, we are improving its cyber risk situation and escorting the digital
transformation. We are committed to helping our client walk steady and achieve lasting success.

Contact
Puneet Kukreja
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Smart Factory Fabric
Smart Factory Fabric is a pre-configured suite of cloud-based Internet
of Things (IoT) applications built on AWS, designed to accelerate smart
factory transformations across the enterprise and be customized to meet
clients' unique needs.

Asset value proposition
Smart factory transformations at the plant or enterprise level can help create significant cost
savings and enhance product quality and employee satisfaction.

Background or industry pain points
In recent years, the complexity of the digital footprint in the industrial and
manufacturing sectors has increased exponentially. Organizations, their
people and processes are increasingly dependent on a myriad of software
solutions such as ERP, PLM, MOM and MES systems. The sectors are now
relying on the promise of new data-driven Industry 4.0 solutions to unlock
insights and enhance productivity.

Successful case story
Smart Factory Fabric helps address daily production execution issues and improve agility,
scalability and innovation by leveraging data-driven approaches in the organization with cloud
technology. For example, the high computing and Al/ML capabilities provided by cloud services
providers can be deployed to build predictive data models. These models then combine
weather data with historical production data to configure optimal factory settings and yield
high efficiency. With sensors and location-based services, organizations can adjust production
according to changing energy prices, while ensuring the production of the required (minimum)
amount of products. Thus, Smart Factory Fabric enables clients to cut down costs and improve
product quality.

Contact
Hao Zhu
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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D.Speed
D.Speed, the smart expense analysis service, is an innovative solution
for smart expense management that integrates expense inspection,
risk identification, and internal feedback. It covers the entire life-cycle
before and after the event. It is a digital enhancement to enterprises in
terms of traditional expense inspection services.

Asset value proposition
D.Speed helps clients to deal with data integration, risk screening, communication and collaboration
problems in expense risk management, and effectively improves the overall efficiency of expense
management through a one-stop platform.
Background or industry pain points
Enterprises have a large amount of expenses, diverse data sources,
and complex risk distribution.
Manual expense management results in inefficiency in identifying
risks and prolonged expense reimbursement lead time.
Recently the compliance management of expenses has been the
focus of supervision in many sub-industries.
Successful case story
A client in the pharmaceutical industry has expanded
its risk analysis capabilities through intelligent expense
analysis services. On the basis of the systematization for risk
screening in traditional expense reimbursement area, it has
achieved cross-checking between expense reimbursements
and tapped potential espense risks.

Contact
Zheng He
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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D.MAC
D.MAC aims to help enterprises monitor and identify expense fraud
and compliance risks of enterprises' employees, customers, suppliers
and other entities through big data analysis. It can improve the
compliance level through smart risk characteristics identification and
case management.

Asset value proposition
• Help companies conduct compliance analysis and monitoring in a more efficient, comprehensive
and accurate manner to improve companies' overall compliance level
• Connect companies' multiple internal systems and comprehensively detect risks covering
employees, customers, suppliers and other entities
• Leverage Deloitte's industry know-how and internal control compliance experience to set up
configurable compliance risk indicators and identify risk events
• Intelligent mining of potential risk characteristics based on self-learning feedback models
• Apply visualization technology to generate compliance reports and intelligently select and push
high-risk cases
Background or industry pain points
• Policies, regulations and business processes have often changed, requiring timely adjustment
of compliance monitoring standards
• The exponential growth of data dimension, data category and data volume requires effective
and comprehensive compliance analysis and monitoring by leveraging digital technologies
• The company has a large number of expenses and complex business relationships, making
it a must to identify collusion, fraud and non-compliance behaviours among entities through
multi-dimensional analysis
Successful case story
• Established a remote compliance analysis system to reduce the on-field workload of the compliance
officer, successfully locate and identify employees and suppliers with collusion and fraud risks, and
promptly identified questionable transactions to help the company avoid losses;
• Revealed the potential collusion of customers and sales personnel; with analysis results verified
through investigation, it helped our client stop losses in time. At the same time, automatic
iterative optimization of risk characteristics and intelligent management of risk events are
realized through self-learning feedback model and intelligent sampling.

Contact
Silas Zhu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Process Bionics
Powered by cutting-edge process mining technology and successful
implementation experiences from multiple industry-leading clients,
Process Bionics provides clients with end-to-end diagnostics and
optimization on the business process, helping clients lead in terms of
efficiency and competitiveness in the complex and changing business
environment.

Asset value proposition
Process Bionics visualizes the complicated and invisible business processes of enterprises
through awakening their own data assets. With industry-leading process mining technology
and powerful analytical and predictive toolkits, Process Bionics enables clients to achieve
comprehensive, data-insight-based process optimization, as well as efficiency enhancement,
risk management and compliance improvement.
Background or industry pain points
1

Standard processes are not always followed effectively in actual operations,
causing impaired efficiency and hidden risks.

2

The management has formed a preliminary and subjective judgement on
existing process issues, but with hands tied due to lack of decision support on
process enhancement.

3

During the fast expansion of any business, existing processes have to be
improved and redesigned. However, there is a lack of visual and accurate
understanding of existing processes with low efficiency, and the mismatch
with businesses have resulted in business bottlenecks.

Successful case story
A well-known Chinese Internet tech company expanding overseas businesses encountered growth rate decline,
delivery uncertainty plus prolonged finance processing, and therefore wished to comprehensively improve its
existing business process. Process Bionics service integrated and processed the client's data from multiple ERP
systems and clearly visualized the Procure-to-Pay (P2P) process. The project team generated end-to-end, multipleangle analysis and insights into the whole overseas P2P process. Internal benchmarking was performed from
different perspectives covering process efficiency, business lines, order types and vendor types, and the approval,
logistics and financial sub-processes were compared. Deep-dive analysis was also performed in respect of key
process points including goods delivery and receipt, creation of financial vouchers, and posting. These highly
actionable insights generated based on client's own data offered unprecedented strategies and solutions for clients
to break through business bottlenecks and enhance process compliance and risk control.

Contact
Leon Fan
Deloitte China Audit &
Assurance Partner

Christophe Chen
Deloitte China Audit &
Assurance Director
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Business Digital Hub (BDH)
Business Digital Hub (BDH) is a cloud-based, integrated and one-stop
digital solution designed to provide finance, staff reimbursement,
human resource, supply chain, tax compliance and business intelligence
support. It aims to release staff from burdensome daily work, help them
concentrate on core businesses and drive business growth.

Asset value proposition
• Future of work– cloud-based working platform tracks operation data at any time and any place with
data visualized analysis tools; sharing service, technology and platform;
• Low cost – integrate technology, service and digital platform to achieve win-win results with affordable
prices;
• One-stop service and platform – end-to-end and all-dimensional back office services cover each
growth phase of enterprises; develop solutions based on customized, sharable and intelligent
business modules in new ecosystem;
• Visualized analysis and foresight - BI dashboard, budget, forecast and risk alert;
• Double data security assurance – Deloitte's security system + Alibaba's cloud security system.
Background or industry pain points
Challenges faced by the back office in operation include: Finance is becoming digital and
automated; Integrated back office system and data management is lack of real-time financial data
and analysis; Technical reserve of existing financial and tax professionals cannot catch up with the
company's rapid development and legal updates, etc.
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Successful case story
Problems a fast-growing tech company encountered in operation:
• Expense claim, examination and processing are
time-consuming;

• Existing back office staff cannot keep up with
rapid development of the company;

• Disconnected EPR systems such as supply
chain, finance, tax and HR, and unmatched
data cause difficulty in risk alert;

• Existing financial and tax professionals don't
have enough international management
experience to support overseas business
expansion.

BDH helped the client improve work efficiency by 40% and save human costs by 20%, including:
• Use OCR to identify invoices, generate expense claim forms automatically, and complete approval process
online, improving expense claim efficiency by 85% and allowing employees to spend more time on core
businesses;
• Management obtain real-time financial data/analysis results via visualized data platform, understand the
operation status of the company, saving 50% of time on processing data for financial professionals;
• Meanwhile, to satisfy overseas business operation demands, Deloitte's overseas member firms assisted
the client developing financial statements in line with local laws and regulations, helping domestic
management monitor overseas businesses in real time.

Contact
Jerry Jin
Deloitte China Tax and Legal Partner
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Digital T-Suite tax
digitalization platform
Digital T-Suite Tax Digitalization Platform is an integrated intelligent
management system designed to support corporate tax operation, risk
control and tax planning decision-making based on professional tax service
experience. It helps companies to complete tax calculation, filling and
analysis, covering income tax, value-added tax and so on.

Asset value proposition
Help clients to enhance compliance automation, reduce compliance costs, mitigate tax risks,
improve tax management capability and optimize tax burden structure.

Background or industry pain points
With the rollout of "Golden Tax Project Phase III", a tax risk monitoring model
based on big data that can realize cross-functional information exchanges has
gradually formed, encouraging tax payers to adopt digital tax management
methods to deal with increasing compliance management risks. At the same
time, digital tax management is the only way for enterprises to improve
management efficiency.

Successful case story
It has been successfully implemented by nearly 100 large-scale group enterprises, covering
real estate, high-end manufacturing, auto, finance, etc., greatly contributing to compliance
automation, tax risk reduction and tax management improvement.

Contact
Jianfeng Ye
Deloitte China Tax and Legal Partner
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iTreasury
iTreasury is an intelligent treasury management services platform
developed by Deloitte. It helps companies manage capital in different
uses and provides cash pool adjustment, financing management
and budget control services to drive the transformation of capital
management from functional control to value creation.

Asset value proposition
• Provide end-to-end solutions to clients'
treasury strategy redefinition and
support throughout the lifecycle
• Offer support in all stages of M&A
• Help companies in operational data
visualization and transparency

• Develop industry-centric methods and tools based
on technology and data
• Be experienced in leading technology platform
and system implementation
• Build close connection with national supervisors,
domestic and foreign banks, and top capital and
financial technology providers

Background or industry pain points
• Massive repetitive work dependent on
manual operation in traditional financial
processes
• Challenge in real-time cash flow trace

• Lack of management on capital surplus
• Lack of scientific evaluation
• Lack of emergency risk response
mechanism

• Difficulty in cash centralized planning
Successful case story
Daily operation: Everyday, cashiers in the
finance department would use financial
robots automatic reconciliation of all bank
statements. At the end of each month cashiers
will use financial robots to complete automatic
reconciliation with distributors and venders.
After finishing reconciliation, the director would
manage the cash pool based on real-time
and secured capital inventory offered by the
iTreasury platform.

Unexpected risk: One day, the director of risk
management department received a risk alert
from the public opinion monitoring function
module. He then held an emergency meeting
to assess this risk incident and decided to
launch human-machine interaction mechanism
embedded in iTreasury. Based on the intelligent
capital allocation plan provided by iTreasury,
they readjusted the cash strategy and reanalysed and evaluated current plan to recover
cash flow in a short time for the purpose of
addressing the potential crisis.

Contact
Silas Zhu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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D.SEE
Building on automation technology and machine learning models,
D.SEE helps management gain information in and out of the
company, insights and forecasts of marketing and sales through
the four modules of sales forecasts, driver identification, potential
range and scenario simulation. These allow the management to
objectively and reasonably develop market strategies and optimize
sales resources allocation.

Asset value proposition
• Help companies get internal and external information and key indicators to improve data
accuracy and transparency and provide data support for management
• Predict future sales and trends with machine learning models to facilitate strategic decision-making
• Deduce sales drivers based on algorithms and models to provide support for marketing and
operation management
• Reveal potential ranges and replace subjective and qualitative judgments with objective and
quantitative recommendations
• Provide scenario simulation tools to help the management optimize strategies and resources
allocation through deduction and prediction
Background or industry pain points
• The company's internal and external environment is so complex that all parties have different
expectations, making it difficult to formulate strategic goals rationally
• The company's resources are generally limited, requiring focus on some aspects in the
operation to maximize the overall investment returns
• Different product lines have different markets and customer groups, making it difficult to
explore unique growth drivers and potential ranges of each product
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Successful case story
01. Upgraded simple predictions based on historical sales to forecasts on the basis of multi-dimensional business
and financial data and objectively identified sales related drivers to optimize the strategy and plan of market
activities. The drivers one company identified includes:
Example 1, product A – hire more salespeople and conduct more promotional activities;
Example 2, product B – organize large-scale publicity activities and facilitate more strategic cooperation.
02. Optimized pricing strategies for each product line through sales forecast and scenario simulation and deduced
the results of raising/lowering prices to find out the optimal pricing range.
03. Identified inventory demands through sales forecasting model to optimize inventory management, accurately
purchase raw materials with short shelf lives, and reduce waste.

Contact
Silas Zhu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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FIRE
FIRE used a bottom-up approach covering five layers namely
business scenario, application, model, data and technology to help
companies solve problems encountered when investing in M&A
businesses in the era of digital economy and reduce their risks in
investing in such businesses.

Asset value proposition
• Help companies understand the current state of operation and development prospects of all
target companies, and select the best investment targets for companies;
• Provide all-dimensional post-investment management service, dynamically adjust investment
strategy based on external market risk and target's internal risk to maximize investment profits;
• Deploy comprehensive investment risk map to dynamically reveal the potential financial,
business and public opinion risks of the targets;
• Provide real-time and comprehensive compliance service for targets as well as the companies
to avoid possible compliance risks.
Background or industry pain points
• Market value mismatch leaves high-potential
investment targets undiscovered timely
• Pre-investment investigations fail to detect
valuable investment targets timely and
effectively
• The overwhelmed focus on target's financial
data only gives investors a unilateral view of
the state of companies
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• Numerous regulatory policies have been
issued in respect of the non-financial data of
companies
• Failure to timely detect the potential
risks of targets and slow post-investment
management reactions
• The number of investment targets is large
but investment portfolios are inefficiently
managed
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Successful case story
• Based on FIRE's built-in business value analysis model with big data and AI, investment departments of
companies may comprehensively evaluate the financial, business and public opinion data of all targets
on a daily basis to identify the best potential investment targets and reveal possible risks.
• Investment departments may analyze potential risks based on changes in the market environment and
adjust the company's post-investment management strategy to optimize their investment portfolios
and maximize profits. At the same time, with the help of the public opinion risk analysis model, they
may collect information on compliance regulatory policies in real time to compare with the company's
existing risk indicators, thus supervising fraud risks and operational KPIs.

Contact
Silas Zhu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Intelligent Risk Sensing System
Intelligent Risk Sensing System automatically obtains online public
information such as negative news to alert dealer risks. It uses RPA
to retrieve keyword information automatically and store them in a
structured way; uses NLP and machine learning to identify and classify
risks; applies visualization technology to provide feedbacks through
risk monitoring operation platform, so as to improve the accuracy of
models constantly.

Asset value proposition
Automatic risk identification, pre-alert and assessment.

Background or industry pain points
• OEM/automotive financing companies have limited channels to acquire dealer/group risk
information;
• In the early stages, it is difficult for dealers to directly detect risks from financial data, however,
related risk information can be obtained in advance from relevant public information;
• Complete, timely and accurate risk information is crucial for risk alert system.
Successful case story
One OEM expected to carry out systematic and effective risk pre-alert management for dealers
and timely understand dealers' risk profile, so as to take measures in advance to mitigate
risks as much as possible. Deloitte Intelligent Risk Sensing System, as a fundamental part of
the dealer risk pre-alert system, captures information from big data and applies machine
learning into public sentiment analysis, to identify potential dealer risks and give early warnings
through comprehensive analysis. This tool effectively improved the efficiency of risk pre-alert
management, increased monitoring channels, expanded analysis mythologies and scope, and
helped improve brand value.

Contact
Joseph Chu
Deloitte China Chief Digital Officer
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Golden Liu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Intelligent Shared Service Platform
Intelligent Shared helps enterprises improve efficiency and unleash
productivity. As the middle platform for process services, it covers the
complete value chain of enterprise processes, and provides intelligent
workflow processing mechanism and risk management system for
finance, tax, personnel, administration, etc

Asset value proposition
Intelligent Shared completes highly repetitive, standardized, defined and daily
bulk operation in place of humans. What's more, it utilizes advanced intelligent
technique to accomplish complex tasks like text recognition, document
review, and smart customer service, serving as a key enabler for modernized
enterprise workflow delivery model. As the technological base for financial,
human resources and other shared service centers, it accelerates and drives
the internal processes of enterprises.
Background or industry pain points
Companies are encountering an increasing number of highly intensive and repetitive
tasks related to finance and tax, costing much manpower and reducing efficiency.
For human task processes bringing about high cost or low efficiency, robotic process
automation (RPA) can deliver real benefits and reform for enterprises.

Successful case story
Intelligent Shared has been deployed in a large domestic company to provide innovative digital
transoformation solutions to a series of core processes. It helps the client process documents such as
contracts, invoices, goods receipts, and resumes automatically, which were normally input, proofread and
reviewed manually. It also automates the claims and payment processes of finance and resume screening
for HR. It frees up more than 4,000 man hours in finance and business departments every year, and is
highly recognized by the client.

Contact
Collin Jin
Deloitte China Audit & Assurance Innovation Leader
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Location Intelligence Service
Location Intelligence Service is a location selection decision-making
tool designed to help enterprises assess existing locations more
effectively and flexibly and plan the layout and amount of locations in
a scientific manner. Location Intelligence Service is cloud-based and
can be accessed via browsers. It can provide grid-level (1km*1km)
ratings for every city as well as market intelligence and insights from
three dimensions: POIs, passenger flow and peer competition.

Asset value proposition
Location Intelligence Service enables effective and flexible assessment of existing locations and
scientific planning of location amount and layout, including:
• provide market insights: display location selection index, POI index, passenger flow index, peer
competition index and optional indexes (including corporate index, retail index, high net worth
index and pension index) in the form of layers, providing reference for frontline staffs sourcing
locations;
• assist location selection and layout decision-making: provide objective and quantitative location
assessment reports to assist location selection decision-making;
• support remote inspection: conduct property resource searching and check the location,
passenger flow, peer competition and POI facilities of target properties, enabling remote
inspection.
Background or industry pain points
For chain stores, the development of Internet has brought some shock to traditional
channels, however, offline brand competition is still fierce. Most peers still place great
importance on the expansion and management of brick-and-mortar locations and are
considering using data models to support location selection.
Successful case story
Offline location selection is of great significance, while traditional approaches are characterized
with high risks, low efficiency and insufficient property resources. Location Intelligence Service,
applies big data-based location selection models, helps enterprises to analyze and calculate
POI index, passenger flow index, peer competition index, conducts health degree assessment
on existing locations and assists in developing better location development policies, finally
improving efficiency and quality of outlet management for the client. In the past three years, it has
successfully served 6 clients from financial, retail, catering and auto sectors.

Contact
Jacky Zhu
Deloitte China Risk Advisory Partner
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Intelligent Marketing
Deloitte Intelligent Marketing is a marketing analysis and planning
platform driven by knowledge base. By mapping with the marketing
process and mining customer behavior using visual models, it provides
high-quality marketing clues, detects marketing feedback, optimizes
marketing results, and helps enterprises greatly enhance marketing ROI.

Asset value proposition
• Help financial institutions develop precise marketing capabilities, and strive to improve
the repurchase rate and return visit rate of regular customers;
• Promote the business transformation of financial institutions to become more
digitalized, mobilized, network-based, intelligent and experience-based.
Background or industry pain points
01. With the development of digital transformation, banks and other financial institutions are gradually
becoming more digitalized, mobilized, network-based, intelligent and experience-based.
02. The unstructured information of customers is continuously enriched, and more banks are looking at
information on customer behavior.
03. Implementing customer segmentation and customer precision marketing is an important step.
04. Large and mature clients are looking at ways to obtain accurate marketing advice and increase
marketing revenue.
05. Medium-sized clients can learn mature marketing management models, standardize industry data, and
improve marketing accuracy.
Successful case story
Intelligent Marketing has helped a leading insurance group in China complete a consulting and
implementation project on customer business analysis system. From the perspective of the
group, the tool has built a customer-centered management and analysis system, designed and
formed more than 300 customer specific indicators, and completed the project implementation
of the data platform.

Contact
Zhongbin You
Deloitte China Consulting Partner
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Intelligent Forecasting
Intelligent Forcasting feeds internal and external quantitative and
qualitative data such as sales, expense, and competitors' products
in multiple forecasting models to forecast baseline sales. Automated
machine learning is applied to forecast short-term and long-term sales,
offering more relevance. The latest AI techniques (e.g., robotic process
automation, public opinion analysis, crawler) are also applied to enable
financial planning and analysis capabilities in an all-round manner.

Asset value proposition
1

Support comprehensive budget management, providing reference to
investment decisions and marketing strategy, for effective resource allocation.

2

In the budget monitoring process, AI techniques are leveraged to identify
internal and external potential risks and predict completion of targets.

Background or industry pain points
With rapid development of the AI technology, more and more companies are combining
AI technology with smart analytics of big data and applying them in financial management.
Comprehensive budget management is a key part in resource allocation for developing
a company's strategy and enhancement of management capabilities. Despite years of
comprehensive budget management, many companies still face a lot of issues such as
difficulties in setting up the strategic objectives, inaccurate budgeting, time-consuming
budgeting process, and ineffective resource allocation.

Additionally, many companies possess huge amount of data that can support budget
management, but they have difficulties in translating such data into effective insights.

Successful case story
Deloitte offered Intelligent Forecasting to a multinational pharmaceutical company. Through revenue
forecasting modeling and simulation, we analyzed the most influential sales factors and forecasted sales
of each product. We helped the company foresee possible risks and make effective market investment.

Contact
Joseph Chu
Deloitte China Chief Digital
Officer
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Transfer Pricing Benchmarking
Smart Tool
Transfer Pricing Benchmarking Smart Tool is an intelligent platform
used by Deloitte Transfer Pricing (TP) practice to prepare transfer
pricing benchmarking analysis. It captures disclosures from annual
reports of overseas listed companies using text recognition technology
which saves a lot of time.

Asset value proposition
Standardized and intelligent project process: a transfer pricing benchmarking analysis online
platform is established;
Cost saving: abundant pre-set indicators can be used to pre-analyze massive basic data;
Knowledge management: a database of listed company annual report analysis results and
benchmarking analysis is established;
Improve TP practitioners' work efficiency and accelerate digital transformation process within
the practice.
Background or industry pain points
The traditional way of conducting benchmarking analysis requires the Deloitte TP practice
much time cost on manual screening of raw data, text information processing, and
calculation of various financial indicators to fulfil the specific needs of different projects,
which is both labor and time consuming.

Successful case story
Transfer Pricing Benchmarking Smart Tool offers a standardized and
intelligent solution to replace existing procedures such as manual
screening of raw data, text information processing, and calculation of
various financial indicators, which helps Deloitte TP practice complete
benchmarking analysis more quickly and efficiencly.

Contact
Lynch Jiang
Deloitte Innovation Digital Development Center Partner
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LAP
To meet the new leases standards, enterprises started recording most
leases on the balance sheet from 2019. LAP helps clients with lease
identification, lease accounting, and multi-standard support in the
whole process by analyzing the enterprise's lease items and making
new estimates and calculations.

Asset value proposition
One-stop platform: all-in-one user experience from standard-based preresearch to building of system platforms based on IFRS 16/ASC 842/CAS 21
Innovative services: innovative mode of advisory services which integrates traditional
advisory services with cloud technologies to alleviate the burden of enterprises
Digital decision making: use four major outputs to comprehensively demonstrate
precise enterprise data, deepen enterprises' understanding of IFRS 16/ASC 842/CAS 21
standards and help enterprises to make decisions on "buy vs lease"
Maximize benefits: accurately reflect the impact of the new standards on the
financial performance of enterprises, improve the efficiency of lease accounting,

and save operation cost
Four major outputs: address the needs of accounting and lease decision
Background or industry pain points
01. In 2016, IASB issued the International Financial Reporting Standards No. 16 - Leases (IFRS 16),
which came into effect in January 2019.
02. Before the new standards came into force, companies needed to collect a lot of additional
information about their leases, make new estimates and calculations, and achieve systematic
lease management so as to cope with the impact of IFRS 16.
Successful case story
A domestic telecommunication operator was looking to strengthen their understanding of the new
standards to better adapt to the new requirements. The LAP and engagement teams implemented
the product and specialized LAP product services according to audit system implementation plans,
which helped the client prepare for accounting, smoothly transition to the new standards, and
achieve systematic lease management to cope with the impact of IFRS 16.

Contact
Hao Zhu
Deloitte China Consulting
Partner
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